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City Schools
gets KSBA
trust bill
for $52,398

Dance
Institute
returns
to MSU

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer

STCOR

The Murray Independent
School District has been watching its mailbox for more than a
year, waiting for a bill notice.
It came this past Friday with a
price tag of $52,398, its set
share for the workman's compensation portion of the
Kentucky
School Boards
Association
Insurance Trust
that was discontinued in
2013.
All
Kentucky districts using the
plan,
which
Rogers
included M1SD
until
about
eight years ago. are being told
they now must cover the $60
million bill to make up for the
trust's closing.
"It actually was less than we
expected, really," said M1SD
Superintendent Bob Rogers,
who brought the issue to the
floor of Saturday morning's
special-called meeting of the
MISD Board of Education.
"Back in the fall, our total share
was calculated at $109,000.
We're expecting to get a second
bill to cover property insurance
at some point, but, from what I
understand, the workman's
comp portion is larger, so
maybe our total will be less

IIII Participants report
week of fun is really
just a 'family reunion'
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
ne word kept arising Monday as the second day of the 2014 Kentucky Dance
Institute continued at Murray State
University — family.
"It really is like a family reunion, but you
only have the ones you want around at this,"
said Troy Schwartz,one of the directors for the
event that is in its 62nd year overall, 15th in
Murray."As far as the camp,it is a 'dance'
camp, but I can tell you that's not why everybody comes to this. Actually, I take that back.
"The first year you'd be here for a dance
camp. The second and every year after that is
because you get to see some wonderful people
again."
Schwartz said the camp mainly attracts
dancers who have no professional experience.
During the day, the campers attend classes covering a number of dance genres then put what
they have learned to use for a nightly dance
event that features the campers in themed costumes.
-You get to spend an entire week doing nothing but dance. What more could you want?"
said Michelle Clark of St. Paul, Minnesota."I
was in a folk dance group during my college

0

•See Page 3

III See Page 2
Chase Schwartz of Louisville and dance
partner Linda Ferreira of Indianapolis, Ind.,
execute a California Twirl maneuver
Monday morning during a square dance
class at the Kentucky Dance Institute camp
on the Murray State University campus.
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Agencies prepare for
National Night Out
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer

pet to dealer optioni
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JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Three

County Humane Society,
Calloway County Alliance for
Substance Abuse Prevention
Murray
The
Police (CC-ASAP),
local
the
Department and other emer- American Red Cross chapter
gency agencies and on-profit and the Murray-Calloway
organizations will once again County Ambulance Service.
invite the public to join them
Air Evac Lifeteam will also
for the National Night Out on be landing a helicopter on the
Tuesday. Aug. 5.
baseball field again this year
Sgt. David 1-lowe, public so the public can take a look at
affairs officer with MN), said the company's equipment,
the event would be from 7-9 Howe said. CCFR will have its
p.m. Aug. 5 in Chestnut Park. demonstration trailer on site,
Other participating agencies he said
will include the Murray Fire
Howe said MPD planned to
Department, Calloway County have a Kawasaki Mule at the
Fire-Rescue, Kentucky State event so that people could
Police,
CASA
(Court attempt to drive through a road
Appointed Special Advocates)
•See Page 2
by the Lakes, the Calloway

HAWKINS TEAGUE / Ledger & Times
Calloway County Fire-Rescue personnel are pictured handing out fire hats at the 2013
National Night Out. Standing at right is CCFR Chaplain Andy Harrell. This year's event will be
Tuesday, Aug. 5, in Chestnut Park and will feature many local emergency agencies.
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Parks Board welcomes baseball champions
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Monday night was a time of celebration
at the monthly meeting of the
MurrayCalloway County Parks and Recreation
Board.
Both teams representing the Murray
Youth Baseball/Softball Association that
won their respective divisions in the recent
USSSA Kentucky State Tournament were
guests of the board. Those teams, the
MYBSA Bronco All-Stars and Murray
National League All-Stars, were present
and displayed their shiny championship
rings for winning those titles in the tournament held at Central Park in Murray.
"In four years, this thing has just blown
up. It's a byproduct of what we asked foi."
said Bronco All-Stars coact) Tim
Thurmond,referring to how MYBSA went
under the Murray-Calloway County Parks

& Recreation umbrella four years ago and
has flourished ever since. He is also a
MYBSA board member.
"This is just a springboard for what can
happen now with this, and it's going to
help kids for years to come."
***

There was official business for the board
as well Monday, including the welcome of
new board member David Rogers. Rogers
will represent Calloway County on the
board after receiving an appointment from
Judge-Executive Larry Elkins.
The board consists of members appointed by heads of both the county and City of
Murray governments.
***
Murray-Calloway County Parks Director
Tab Brockman reported that the 2013-14
fiscal year has ended with Parks on the
positive side of the zero line. He said Parks
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becoming north northwest
after midnight. Chance of precipitation is 60 percent.
Thursday: A 30 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms. Partly sunny, with a
high near 83. North wind
around 8 mph.
Thursday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 67.
North northeast wind around 7
mph.
Friday: Mostly sunny, with a
high near 86. North wind
around 6 mph.
Friday Night: Partly cloudy.
with a low around 69. North
wind around 5 mph becoming
southeast after midnight.
Saturday: A chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Partly sunny. with a high near
88. Southwest wind 5 to 8 mph.
Saturday Night: A chance
of showers and thunderstorms.
Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 71. South wind around
7 mph.
Sunday: A chance of showers and thunderstorms. Partly
sunny, with a high near 87.
West southwest wind 6 to 8
mph.

Daily Forecast
The National Weather Service
Tuesday: Sunny, with a
high near 92. Light and vanable wind.
Tuesday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 72.
Light south wind.
Wednesday: Mostly sunny
with a 40 percent chance of
showers and thunderstorms
after 1 p.m. A high near 90.
South southwest wind 3 to 7
mph.
Wednesday
Night:
Showers and thunderstorms
likely. Mostly cloudy, with a
low around 69. West southwest wind around 7 mph
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A stack of boxes higher than 6 feet lines the sidewalk outside
the Business Building south tower where renovations have
been underway for several months now to install an accounting department office suite.

MSU finishing renovations
at College of Business

MISD; trust
From Front

$2,796,847, while
Boone
County was next at $1,879,444.
than expected when it's all
What was alarming. Rogers By AUSTIN !RAMSEY
done."
said,
is that six of the next 10 Staff Writer
The board did not take action
Murray State University is
districts
are all from the ecoon the matter Saturday, as it was
finishing up some renovations
nomically
hampered eastern
not on the agenda of a specialthis week on the first floor of
called
meeting;
actually portion of the commonwealth, the Arthur J. Bauernfeind
Saturday's meeting was under with school systems feeling College of Business that refurthe format of a regular-called those same effects. Of those bished a suite of offices for the
meeting, only an alternate date eight, only Magoffin County accounting department.
was used to coincide with the ($957,4018)
Representatives
from
and
Letcher
board's annual retreat. Rogers
National
Office
Furniture
have
County ($940,863) were below
said plans are to include it on
refurnishing
busy
been
several
the $1 million mark.
the agenda for the next schedoffices this week that were built
"Those places will probably
uled board meeting in August;
out of older classrooms and
have to use bonds over a certain
payment is due Aug. 30.
antiquated offices for several
While Rogers, like other number of years to handle their months.
Kentucky superintendents, has share," Rogers said, noting that
The majority of the bottom
not been happy about this situa- the fact that school districts are floor of the southeastern
tion ever since it came to light in the ones having to pay for the Business Building tower has
early 2013, he said he is thank- trust's disbanding was ordered been closed to the public since
late in January, and should
ful that MISD's share is not
by a Franklin County judge
reopen with the start of school
larger.
recently. "That judge decided
next month giving the accountThe Lexington Herald-Leader
that
this was the best way to go, ing department a needed office
last year listed the top 10
Kentucky districts, as far as the so we'll just pay what we're suite.
The total cost of the project
amount they are being asked to asked and move on.
"It could've been a lot worse came in at about $595,000,
pay for the trust bailout. Fayette
which is just under the
County' led the way at for us."
$600.000 spending limit that
requires Board of Regents
authorization, said
Cheif
Facilities Officer Kim Oatman.
The college;paid for the project
out of reserved funds.
of Murray IAA'
The project has been in the
works for some time before
A&K Construction of Paducah
PUBLISHED MONTHLY0
started
knocking down the first
1505 STADIUM VIEW DR.
walls at the start of the year. The
MURRAY,KY 4207!
exisiting offices and single
We have had a great month of July. We've
classroom on the first floor of
cooked out, had fireworks, ice cream, and
great music and dancing! We have also
taken a trip to the Caribbean. It might have
been videos, but what fun! We all thought
we were there. We're hoping now for a
break in the heat and humidity. Our front
From Front
•porch chats have been moved indoors.
cone course while texting on
But it is summer after all. We had resident
their phones to demonstrate the
council this month with a record of almost
dangers of texting and driving.
everyone attending! And were looking
"Basically, we'll set up a cone
forward to Reba's bread pudding!!
course
with some turns in it and
I would like to welcome back one of my
so on and so forth, and we'll
favorite residents, Marilyn Winslow,
have people get in and drive
welcome back!
around one lap and then start
Peggy Byczyn.ski, Activity Director
texting and drive around one
Our August Jackpot Winners:
lap," Howe said.
Howard Anderson, Marilyn Winslow
As usual. Howe said the event
dr Robert Bowden
would have a block party atmosphere and would feature giveFERN TERRACE...
aways
and door prizes.
"Where We're All One Family"
"The really good aspect of
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the tower were vacated almost a
year ago and Copy Express, the
university's copy and smallgrade publication office was
moved across campus to
Waterfield Library in 2009.
Oatman said renovations were
limited to the first floor of only
the south tower because the
need was specific to that department and because of set board
spending limits the college had.
The renovations aren't all
office space. Renovations
included the construction of
some student areas that should
be both inviting and useful to
students majoring or taking
classes in the accoutning department.
"This renovation allows for
better faculty and student interaction," Oatman said. "There
are student areas mixed in
among the faculty offices. It
will give the students a sense of
corporate office atmosphere
while allowing more interaction
and collaboration with fellow
students and faculty all in a
learning environment."
Oatman said the renovation
process has gone relatively
smoothly. and his office joins
the college in welcoming the
floor back to operation use.

IIII Night Out...

LAUNCHING AUGUST 14, 2014
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will end with a surplus of about $5,000 for
the year, which he said was nothing,shy of
remarkable due to ongoing unexpected
expenses due to weather damage and problems at the Murray-Calloway County Pool.
•,*
Brockman also addressed tonight's public forum that is set for 7 at the Woodmen
of the World building on C.C. Lowry
Drive. He said he wants the public to know
that this is not related to Parks' ongoing
pursuit of signatures for a petition asking
for a parks referendum vote this
November.
"No,this is where we want the public to
tell us what we're doing right and what
we're doing wrong with the parks," he
said, noting such forums were conducted
10 years ago when Parks was seeking to
design a comprehensive strategic plan,
which is in the process of an update.

Nturray Ledgt

National Night Out is that folks
get to meet their emergency
services personnel in a nonemergency setting and get to
know them as people and get to
meet them when there's not the
stress of a house fire or a car
accident or some sort of other
emergency," Howe said. "Of
course, we'll have some local
businesses and sponsored door
prizes and stuff, and a lot of the
organizations have little giveaways."
Howe said local agencies were
happy to host a family-oriented
activity right before kids go
back to school. He said the
National Night Out started as a
national event so that neighborhoods across the country with a
lot of criminal activity could
have a secure atmosphere for
block parties.
"Since Murray is fortunate
enough not to have bad neighborhoods, we take the opportunity to have a block party
atmosphere with all the emergency services." Howe said.
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Tuesday, July 22, 2014 •3
responsibility then it makes it hard on everybody."
Atkins said in April, May and June, more than 400 summonses
were sent and drew no response from potential jurors.
Atkins said the cowl is cooperating with people who have called
in, who may have forgotten their notice on a kitchen table or have
had other reasonable excuses like being hospitalized.
Atkins pointed out that he and his colleague, Christian Circuit
Judge Andrew Self have had to use both jury pools over a threemonth period from their respective courts because neither jury
pool was adequately sized to seat a jury.
"We're just trying make everybody understand how important
that responsibility is as a citizen to serve your time on jury duty if
you're asked to do so," Atkins said.

Kentucky

News in Brief
More than $2.1M OK'd for farm projects
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — More than $2.1 million has been
approved for agricultural diversification projects in Kentucky.
The Kentucky Agricultural Development Board says the funding
goes to 19 projects, ranging from a farm-to-table program in
Louisville to a livestock slaughter facility in McLean County to a
shared-use equipment program in Carter County.
Gov. Steve Beshear is chairman of the development board,
which awarded the funds Friday. He says the projects help
increase market opportunities, provide education and enhance onfarm investments. He says farmers are able to use the fund to help
grow, diversify or upgrade businesses or farm operations.
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2 arrested after police find body in car
ELIZABETHTOWN,Ky.(AP) — Two people have been
charged with kidnapping and murder after police say they found a
body inside the trunk of a car in Hardin County.
The News-Enterprise reported that 24-year-old Octavio
Fernandez Correa and 31-year-old Tiffany Nicole Hodges are
scheduled for arraignment Monday in Hardin County District
Court.
Police say Correa kidnapped the person from a home in
Munfordville and drove to Glendale in the victim's car. Police say
Hodges said she helped Correa bind the victim and wrap him in a
blanket and also told police she saw Correa shoot the victim in the
head.
Correa and Hodges are being held at the Hardin County
Detention Center in lieu of a $1 million cash bond.
Jail records did not list an attorney for either person.

Appeals court set to hear case of Maine man
OWENSBORO,Ky.,(AP) — A federal appeals court is set to
hear the case of a Maine resident serving 30 years in prison for
transporting a 13-year-old Owensboro girl across state lines to
engage in sexual activity.
The U.S. 6th Circuit Court of Appeals in Cincinnati has scheduled arguments for Aug. 5 in the case of 47-year-old Archie
Whalen of Hancock County, Maine.
A jury in Kentucky convicted Whalen in 2012 of taking the girl
in 2009 from her home in Owensboro to Sturgeon Bay, Wisconsin.
The girl was found a day after an Amber Alert was issued.
Officials said Whalen met the girl when she and her mother
lived briefly in Maine.
Whalen is currently being held in a federal prison in Marion.
Illinois. His projected release date is Nov. 15, 2035.

Project at coal plant to trap carbon dioxide
HARRODSBURG,Ky.(AP) — Kentucky elected officials and
representatives from the U.S. Department of Energy will visit a
central Kentucky coal power plant to tout a project that will capture and store carbon dioxide emissions.
They will be breaking ground Monday on the carbon capture
pilot system at the E.W. Brown Generating Station in
Harrodsburg. The technology is designed to help old coal-burning
power plants meet stricter emissions laws.
Gov. Steve Beshear, University of Kentucky President Eli
Capilouto and the U.S. Energy Department's carbon capture program manager are expected to attend the groundbreaking at the
plant, which is owned by LG&E.
The project is one of about 15 around the country that is getting
.
, ..
,,,______
support from the Department of Energy.

City, Army considering stable swap
FORT THOMAS,Ky.(AP) — Officials in Fort Thomas are considering swapping property and building a new storage building
for the U.S. Army in order to rein in the old cavalry stables into
Tower Park.
A news business group, Midway There is seeking to turn the stables into a cultural hub for health, food and fitness and a farmer's
market.
The stables building is used for storage by a U.S. Army reserve
unit, the 478th Engineering Battalion.
Fort Thomas economic development director Debbie Buckley
told The Kentucky Enquirer reported that the city is willing to discuss a swap of property in the back of the park and building a new
storage building for the Army.
Buckley says the expectation is something can be worked out by
this October.

Military burying Marine missing since WWII

Judge calling in jury duty no-shows
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky.(AP) — A state judge in southwestern
Kentucky is calling in people who failed to show up for jury duty
and threatening to issue a warrant for anyone who misses without
a valid reason.
Christian County Circuit Judge John Atkins has set the hearing
for July 25. Atkins told the Kentucky New Era
(http://bitly/InZbssJ )the court is owed an explanation about why
people didn't respond to the legal summons and could be held in
contempt if they don't respond.
"The point of it is, that it's not fair to the jurors who properly
responded wh6 people dodge jury; duty, because that makes the
work that much harder. And the workload is heavy enough when
everybody cooperates," Atkins said. "When people duck their

Bill Clinton
won't'jump gun'
on wife's plans

A

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — The remains of a Marine from
northeastern Kentucky unaccounted for since last being seen on an
island in the Pacific Ocean during World War II and will be buried
at Arlington National Cemetery in Washington, D.C.
The U.S. Department of Defense says the remains of Marine Pfc.
Randolph Allen of Rush. Kentucky, were located inNovember on
the island of Betio.
The military says four sets of remains belong to Japanese soldiers were found along with Allen's.
Allen was assigned to the 2nd
ne Division
,
• which landed on
Betio in the Tarawa Atoll. Over.sever_al
,dais,roughly 1,000
Marines were killed ark,Ore lhali 2,600 were wounded. Allen
was reported killed in action on Nov. 20, 1943.
He will be buried July 29 in Arlington National Cemetery,
Washington D.C.
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'Iit- had

years (at Morehead State
University in Minnesota) and I
was encouraged to come here'.
Well, this is my 16th year out
of 18 to be here. I consider all
of these people to just be my
family and I love it."
"I've been coming to this
since I was 12," said Nate
Ferreira of Indianapolis, now
37."Yeah, that's 25 years and I
know it's like this for me and I
believe it is for everyone else,
there is no more fun of a week
than this."
"There are.people who have
said that they would give up
every day except Christmas
every year to be here,"
Schwartz said, noting that con-

tinued success seems likely,
thanks to a strong crop of
young campers, some as young
as 2. -We like to see that we
have a great breeding program
with this, and that does mean
that we're going to have a
chance to be around a while."
The nightly activities in the
Curris Center Ballroom are not
closed to the public. Schwartz
said anyone wishing to see
what happens is invited; admission is free.
He also said Wednesday
night's session will mark the
first Welcome Murray Night in
the event's history. He encouraged anyone from Murray or
Calloway County to attend that
night's activities. Participation
will also be encouraged, he
said.

2 DAY SALE

OM;Creek Farm sits upon a beautiful landscape of rolling
hills on approximately 143 acres. The residential home is a
7,637 square foot Federal Style Southern Home with all of
the charm and amenities you'd expect from an elegant country estate The home boosts six bectmoms, six and one-half
bathrooms and over 11.300 square feet under roof This home
is a three story design plus a basement with beautiful extensive columned porches. There are too many amenities to list,
this home is a must see! Priced at $1.899,000. ML.S 75479
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State where we
have made a lot
of progress. It's
institutionally
recognized now
that we have an
LGBT community," Randall
said. "There is a need for these
kinds of things. whether it is the
restrooms or housing. If you want
to be competitive as a university in
2014, you have to be talking about
this," he was reported as sayiag in
the Paducah Sun.
When considering which restrooms would change designation.
Randall asked the chief facilities
officer for a listing of all restrooms
and then narrowed it down to only
single-person restrooms that could
be accessible by students. Three
were chosen and the signs were
updated to signal gender neutral
use.
Vice President of Student Affairs
Don Robertson said that gender
neutral bathrooms are not uncommon and that universities all over
the country are providing this
option for students.
"I think it's just another positive sign of inclusion and recognizing the needs that are there,"
Robertson said.
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MURRAY. Ky.(AP) — Murray
State University has designated
three single-pert 70 :trooms as
gender neutral re
s available
to any person regardless of gender
identity or expression.
The Lesbian. Bisexual, Gay and
Transgender program coordinator
at the school, Jody Cofer Randall,
says these restrooms are important
to a segment of the university population.
Randall was reported as saying
that it's "an indisputable fact" that
transgender and gender non-conforming students attend Murray
State.
Last September, the Student
Government Association passed a
resolution for LGBT equality that
called for gender neutral bathrooms
and other policy changes.
The university updated its policy
regarding preferred first-name
choices and promotion of diversity
and tuition waivers for spouses and
partners of university employees
shortly after the resolution passed.
According to a voluntary survey
of 592 students during the 20132014 academic year, 10.2 percent
identified as LGBT, 2.2 percent as
other and 3.6 percent preferred not
to answer.
"We're at a place with Murray

Dung ils on
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WASHINGTON (AP) —
Former President Bill Clinton
says he doesn't know if his
wife. Hillary, is going to run for
president and said "she hasn't
asked me yet."
In a CNN interview broadcast
Monday
Jakarta.
from
Indonesia, Clinton
says,
"Whatever she does is fine."
He called Hillary Rodham
Clinton "the ablest public servant I've ever worked with."
But he said determining
whether to seek the Democratic
Party presidential nomination
is, quote, "a decision only she
can make."
Bill Clinton adds, in his
words, "I'm not going to try to
jump the gun."
He says that when his time
was through at the White
House in early 2001,he told his
wife that she had made sacrifices to support his career for
26 years, and that he owed her
26 years in return.

Murray State designates
gender neutral restrooms

See
house and many more
at www.sbgproperty.com
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Stroke meeting planned
The Stroke/Head Injury Support Group will
meet Thursday, July 24. at 5:30 p.m. at the
Murray -Calloway County Hospital Center for
Health and Wellness. For more information.
contact Cheryl Crouch, 270-293-9442.

Datebook

School supplies needed
The Murray and Calloway County Family Resource Youth
Service Centers are collecting new school supply donations for use
in the Back to School Blast that will be held later this month. Tax
deductible monetary donations and gift cards are also being accepted. Donations may be brought to the resource centers but call
before coming - Murray. 270-759-9592 or Calloway, 270-7627333.

CCPL to offer free computer class
The Calloway County Public Library is offering a free computer
class on Picasa 3 for beginners,Tuesday,July 29,from 5-7 p.m. To
pre-register for the class, call 270-753-2288.
Photo provided

who attended Camp Roy C. Manchester are, pictured, from left, Ethan Alverson, Myles Guthrie, Tristan Hanks, Talon
Cole, Sam Saylor, Jackson Byrd, Deni Salas, Bradley Lamb, Tomas Ferreyra, Will Miller, J.J. Verdecia and Taylor Wright. Not
pictured but attending were Nico Ferreyra and Clay Doron.

Boy Scouts attend Camp Manchester
Special to the Ledger

preparedness to canoeing and small boat
Fifteen Boy Scouts from Troop 3, of sailing.
Murray, spent a week at Camp Roy C.
Five of the scouts earned the Wildemesss
Manchester, June 22 through June 28. The
boys learned about a variety of subjects Survival merit badge which required them to
ranging from pioneering and emergency build a shelter in the woods and spend the

night in their shelter.
Boy Scout Troop 3 is chartered by First
Baptist Church of Murray and meets
Mondays from 7-8:30 p.m. in the upstairs of
the Fellowship Hall of the church.

Bethel University commencement to be held
Special to the Ledger

experiencing homelessness.
The Rev. Lisa Anderson,modShe holds a B.A. in Religion
erator of the 184th General and Philosophy from Christian
Assembly of the Cumberland Brothers University and a
Presbyterian Church, will serve Master of Divinity from
as Bethel University's summer Memphis
Theological
2014 commencement speaker. It Seminary.
has been a long-standing tradiBethel University Summer
tion that the recently elected Commencement 2014 services
moderator serve as summer are scheduled for Saturday,Aug.
commencement speaker at the 2, on the school's McKenzie
Cumberland Presbyterian affili- campus in the Rosemary and
ated school.
Harry
Crisp
II
Arena.
Rev. Anderson currently Approximately 250 students are
serves as pastor of Colonial scheduled to earn degrees.
Cumberland
Presbyterian
Commencement services for
Church in Memphis,Tennessee. those receiving undergraduate
She also serves as Pediatric degrees will be at 10 a.m., and
Chaplain at St. Jude Children's for those receiving graduate
Research Hospital, a role she degrees, the service will be at 2
has held for two decades. p.m. Seating begins one hour
Additionally, she is the found- prior to each event.
ing director of Room In the InnFor more information about
Memphis, a ministry for those Summer 2014 Commencement,

contact Maya Carlock at carlockm@bethelu.edu. For more
information
on ' Bethel
University.
go
to
www.bethelu.edu.

Ladies of the
Oaks
The Oaks Country Club ladies
played their weekly Wednesday
golf scranible on July 16. First
place went to Mary Houston,
Judy Hooper and Mirriam
Ferguson. Second place went to
Kay Gupton. Marilyn Rossi and
Patsy Neale.
The Betty Shepard Ladies
Golf Tournament will be
Wednesday,July 23.

. n
c nouncemen/
Athena Kay
Tidwell
Rev. Lisa Anderson

Need Line lists guidelines for USDA commodities
Need Line is the local distrib*family size of4= 2,584
juices. canned or frozen fruits
utor for USDA Commodities.
Larger family guidelines are and vegetables. soup. spaghetti
You must be a resident of available upon request.
sauce, pasta and other items. No
Murray/Calloway County and
A person can receive this food recipient will be discriminated
be income eligible. Monthly once a month. The food will against because of race, color,
income guidelines for this food vary monthly as to the kinds of national origin, age, sex or disis as follows:
food received. Examples offood ability.
*family size of 1 = $1265
received are peanut butter, cereFor more information, call the
*family size of 2 = 1,705
al, dried beans, shelf stable Need Line office, 270-753*family size of 3 = 2,144
milk, frozen or canned meat, 6333.

Justin Andrew Tidwell and
Tabbatha Kanaski Tidwell, of
Hazel, are the parents of a
daughter, Athena Kay Tidwell,
born Thursday, July 17, 2014 at
Jackson Purchase Medical
Center, Mayfield.
Grandparents are Lawrence
and Angela Kanaski of Hazel,
and Kenneth and Ellen Tidwell
of Lynn Grove. Great-grandparents are Rosalind Kanaski of
Carthage, North Carolina and
Margaret and Jimmy Powell of
Henry County,Tennessee.

16214111s.

Come and let us studyfrom God's word.
You are our very special guest!
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Hospital to host education event
A free nutrition education event titled, Alcohol 101, will be held
Friday, July 25,from 9-9:30 a.m. in the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Center for Health and Wellness. Rebecca Wright. registered dietitian, will present the program.

Bazzell Cemetery plans reunion
The Bazzell Cemetery annual homecoming reunion will be
Saturday, July 26, at 11 a.m. The cemetery is located on Bazzell
Cemetery Road across from Victory Baptist Church in Calloway
County. Seating is limited so bring a chair. For more information.
call 270-489-2486.

Alzheimer panel discussion to be held
A free question and answer session on dementia and alzheimer's
will be held Thursday,July 24,from 5:30-7 p.m. at the Educational
Services Building of Murray-Calloway County Hospital,located at
the corner of Elm and South Eighth streets. The panel will include.
a behavioral neurologist with a specialty in dementia, family care
specialist with expert caregiver advice and community outreach
coordinator at the Alzheimer's Association. To pre-register, contact
Sarah Tairint,(859).323-1331 or sara.tarrant@uky.e4i.

MHS Class of 1987 reunion planned
The Murray High School Class of 1987 will have a reunion
Saturday,July 26,at Cherokee Lodge at Kenlake State Resort Park.
All class members and their guests are invited to attend. Contact
Melissa Gray Shown for more information, 270-293-7779.

Ky. Federal retirees to hold meeting
The Kentucky Lake Chapter #0853 of the National Association of
Retired and Active Federal Employees will holds its regular monthly meeting Friday. July 25, at 11 a.m. at August Moon Restaurant.
All current members as well as any active or recently retired federal
employees are invited to attend. For more information,contact Ron
Hubbard, 270-293-2680.

Back to School Blast to be held
The Back to School Blast-School Supply Give-a-Way for Murray
and Calloway County students will be Tuesday. July 29, from 35:30 p.m. at Glendale Road Church of Christ. This is sponsored by
the Murray and Calloway County Family Resource Youth Service
Centers. The supplies are given on a first come, first serve basis.
Students must be enrolled in one of the Calloway County or Murray
schools. For more information,contact your local Family Resource
Center or Youth Service Center at the schools, 270-759-9592 Murray or 270-762-7333 - Calloway County.

Mt.Pleasant to hold memorial
The Heritage Foundation of Mt. Pleasant Church will have a
memorial service Saturday, July 26, at II a.m. A potluck picnic
lunch will be at noon. Services will include a guest speaker,singers
from Taylor Chapel Church of God and veterans will be recognized.
The 167 year old church is located in the Clayton Town community
in Henry County,Tennessee,five miles from Hazel, Kentucky. All
those interested in preserving this church and sharing the history are
invited to attend and information is also available on the.church's
Facebook page.
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MMS Band to host car wash

You are invited!

Thursday — Saturday Lessons at 7:30 p.m.
Sunday Lessons at 10:00 a.m., 11:00 a.m. & 7:30 p.m.

Boazie 'IV

American Legion to meet
The monthly meeting of American Legion

Post #73 will be Thursday,July 24,7 p.m.at the
Martha
Legion Veteran's Hall, 310 Bee Creek Drive.
Finney Andrus, The agenda
will include preliminary planning
Community
for Veterans Day ceremonies, Hot August
editor
Blues workers and volunteers to usher Murray
State University football games. All veterans are invited to attend.
For questions or more information,contact Post Commander Cecil
Cowsert, 270-519-8375.

Scouts

www.mis

The Murray Middle School Band will sponsor its second car and
dog wash of the summer at Pizza Hut, Saturday, July 26,from 10
a.m. until 2 p.m. All money raised will go toward the cost of transportation, equipment and special instruction.

CCPL to offer free workshop
The Calloway County Public Library will offer a workshop on
making a decorative wall hanger for adult participants. The workshop will be Tuesday,July 29,from 1-3 p.m. and is free of charge,
however, registration is required. Call the library. 270-753-2288 to
register. All supplies are provided.

(270) 753-1725

www.rollingh.com
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Camden Cruise-In to be Saturday
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Donations needed for cemetery upkeep

al

The Camden Cruise-In will be Saturday. July 26. at the Camden
Court Square in Benton County, Tennessee. Register your classic
ride for the grand prize. The Classics will be performing and concessions will be available. The event starts at 4 p.m.
The Hazel Cemetery is in need of donations for the upkeep of the
cemetery. Persons owning lots or with family buried in Hazel are
asked to contribute. Donations may be sent to Patsy Braznlett, P.O.
Box 8, Hazel, KY 42049.

GetConnected website available

Volunteer Murray is an online website for volunteerism in Murray
and Calloway County. The website offers volunteers a list of opportunities to help local nonprofits. Visit www.volunteermurray.org to
sign up. Nonprofit organizations may also use the system by clicking the Agency Signup button. For more information,call 270-7530317.
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Boa*'May Boaz' Simmons
Boazie "May Boaz" Simmons, 94, of Murray, Kentucky, died
Sunday, July 20, 2014 at Spring Creek Health Care in Murray.
She was born Oct. 4, 1919 in Wickliffe, Kentucky to Richard and
Della May Boaz Cocke, who preceded her in
death. She was also preceded in death by her husband, Archie Simmons, two sisters, Frances
Richey and Virginia Everette and three brothers,
Dr. Richard I. Cocke, John G. Cocke and Bob
Cocke.
Boazie was known for her passion of teaching,
whether in the classroom or Sunday School class.
For forty years, she was a passionate teacher, with
the last seventeen years being in the School of
Business at Murray State University. She was a
Simmons
dedicated and disciplined Bible school teacher at
her beloved First Baptist Church, Murray. Through the years, many
called upon Boazie for her wise counsel and straight to the point
advice. She was always there for her family to encourage,lend support and always communicate her love. Due to her keen mind and
attention to details, she was a walking history book when it came to
the lives of family and friends. Her legacy of faith and family will
be lived out through her children, grandchildren and great-grandchildren.
Mrs. Simmons is survived by one son, Steve Simmons and wife
Cindy of Marion. Illinois; three daughters, Kathy S. Lair and husband Bob of Hermitage, Tennessee, Celia S. Reeder and husband
Bob of Charlotte, North Carolina, and Kameil S. Hopkins and husband David of Brentwood, Tennessee; eight grandchildren,
Jameson Reeder, Joshua Reeder. Justin Reeder, Rob G. Gingles,
Hunter Gingles, Ashley Ponder. Courtney Crook, Ellen Boaz Prinzi
and nine great-grandchildren.
Funeral services will be at 1 p.m. Wednesday. July 23,2014 at the
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with Rev. Boyd Smith officiating.
Burial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens. Visitation will be
Wednesday. July 23,2014 from 11 a.m. until 1 p.m. at the funeral
home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Amazon Mission
Organization Ministries, P.O. Box 707, Mt. Home, AR 72654 or
Murray State University Alumni Association, 100 Easley Alumni
Center, Murray. KY 42071.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Lawmaker: Texas to send 1,000 guardsmen to border
By CHRISTOPHER SHERMAN
Associated Press
%ALLEN, Texas (AP) - Texas Gov.
Rick Perry, a vocal critic of the White
House's response to the surge of children
and families entering the U.S. illegally,
plans to deploy as many as 1,000 National
Guard troops to the Mexico border, a local
lawmaker confirmed Monday.
Perry, who has not said whether he will
seek the Republican nomination for president in 2016, spent the weekend talking to
voters in Iowa. where he questioned
President Barack Obama's commitment to
securing the border and said Texas would
do so if the federal government did not.
On Monday, Rep. Terry Canales said he
was briefed by his staff on Sunday following a conference call with the governor's
office. Texas National Guard and the state
Department of Public Safety. Perry is
scheduled to make the announcement
Monday afternoon.
More than 3,000 Border Patrol agents
currently work in the region, and Perry has
repeatedly asked Obama to send the
National Guard to the border. The region
has been overwhelmed in recent months
by unaccompanied children illegally entering the U.S.
U.S. Customs and Border Protection did
not immediately respond to a request for

Train with plane crash CCSO reports Friday night
bodies leaves rebel town accident on Killdeer Trail

HRABOVE,Ukraine (AP)A refrigerated train bearing the
bodies of many of the 298 peoThe number oftimes published or the length of one or more of ple killed in the Malaysia
the preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger Airlines plane disaster pulled
and Times policy. Afee has been paidfor additional publishing or away Monday afternoon from a
rebel-held town in eastern
space.
Ukraine.
An Associated Press reporter
saw the train leave from Tc.irez,
15 kilometers (9 miles) from
the crash site, and overheard
armed separatists saying it was
heading for the rebel-held town
WASHINGTON (AP)- U.S. ners were "deeply concerned
of Ilovaysk.
Secretary of State John Kerry is about the risk of further escalaThere,was no official confirmaking a renewed push for a tion, and the loss of more innomation of that destination from
cease-fire between Israel and cent life."
the rebels.
Hamas with another trip to the
Earlier in the day. Dutch
Two
Americans,
Max
Middle East after the civilian Steinberg of California and
experts had called for a full
death toll in the conflict sharply Nissim Carmeli of Texas, who
forensic sweep of the Flight 17
escalated over the weekend.
crash site and told armed sepafought for the Israel Defense
Kerry left Washington early Forces were killed in fighting in
ratists guarding the rail cars
Monday for Cairo, where he the Gaza Strip. The State
that the train must be allowed
will join diplomatic efforts to Department confirmed the
to leave as soon as possible.
resume a truce that had been names of the two U.S. citizens
Four days after the Boeing
agreed to in November 2012.
777 was shot out of the sky.
Sunday night.
He will urge the militant
international investigators still
Cairo's cease-fire plan is
Palestinian group to accept a backed by the U.S. and Israel.
had only limited access to the
cease-fire agreement offered by But Hamas has rejected the
crash site, hindered by the proEgypt that would halt nearly Egyptian plan and is relying on
Russia fighters who control the
two weeks of fighting. More governments in Qatar and
verdant territory. Pressure was
than 500 Palestinians and 20 Turkey for an alternative progrowing on Russian President'
Israelis have been killed in that posal. Qatar and Turkey have
Vladimir Putin - who the
time.
ties to the Muslim Brotherhood, U.S., Ukraine and others say
The Obama administration. which is also linked to Hamas
has armed the Russian-speakincluding Kerry. is sharpening but banned in Egypt.
ing rebels - to rein in the
its criticism of Hamas for its
insurgents and allow a fullMaking the rounds of Sunday
rocket attacks on Israel and talk shows, Kerry said Hamas
scale investigation into the
other provocative acts, like tun- needs to recognize its own
downing of the plane.
neling under the border. It is responsibility for the conflict.
Russia has denied backing
also toning down an earlier
the separatists.
"It's ugly. War is ugly. and bad
rebuke of Israel for attacks on things are going to happen,"
There is great concern in the
the Gaza Strip that have killed Kerry told ABC's "This Week."
Netherlands about the bodies,
civilians, including children.
since 192 of the plane's 298
Both President Barack Obama
victims were Dutch and anothIn a statement Sunday and Kerry said Israel has a right
evening, State Department to defend itself against frequent
spokeswoman Jen Psaki said rocket attacks by Hamas from
the U.S. and international part- the Gaza Strip.

Kerry returns to Mideast
to push for cease-fire

SPORTS WRITER / PHOTOGRAPHER
- Help Wanted

The Murray Ledger & Times, a 7,500-circulation,
Monday through Saturday daily newspaper in Murray,
Ky., is currently seeking an energetic, self-starter to fill
the position of Sports Writer / Photographer. This pereon's responsibilities will include covering
games/events, breaking news, writing feature stories,
taking photographs, assisting with layout, uploading
items to the web and other basic Sports reporter duties.
A working knowledge of Quark XPress and Adobe
Photoshop is a plus. Proficiency with a 35mm camera
also helpful. Work schedule includes nights and weekends. A bachelor's degree in journalism is preferred.
Send resume and clippings to: Greg Travis, editor, The
Murray Ledger & Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY
42071; or e-mail: editor@murrayledger.com,
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comment Monday. The governor's plans operations on the border, though they don't
were first reported by The Monitor news- have arrest powers.
paper in McAllen,Texas,
Since October, more than 57,000 unacPerry announced in June that the state companied children and teenagers have
would steer another $1.3 million each entered the U.S. illegally - more than
week to the Department of Public Safety double compared to the same period a year
to assist in border security through at least earlier. Most have been from Honduras.
the end of the year. In a letter to Obama on Guatemala and El Salvador. where ramJune 20, Perry made several requests for pant gang violence and intense poverty
help along the border, including 1,000 have driven tens of thousands of people
National Guard troops, additional helicop- outside their borders. Their numbers overters and giving troops "arrest powers to whelmed Border Patrol facilities in the Rio
support Border Patrol operations until suf- Grande Valley,leading Perry and the Texas
ficient Border Patrol resources can be Department of Public Safety to argue that
hired, trained and deployed to the border." Border Patrol agents distracted by groups
In a White House letter to Perry on July of children and families were leaving
7. Obama adviser Valerie Jarrett laid out gaps.
steps the administration was taking to deal
Most of those children have been turning
with what the president had called an themselves in to the first person in a uni"urgent humanitarian situation," but did form they see.
not mention the National Guard. Obama
On Monday, Canales questioned Perry's
met with Perry two days later in Dallas. plan of sending National Guard troops to
and the administration has worked with the border.
Mexico and other countries the immi"I don't understand what their tactic is.
grants are leaving to make it clear they and I don't think it's going to work," the
will not be allowed to stay in the U.S.
Democrat said.
On previous , border deployments.
He said the state may see a dip in the
National Guard soldiers have served in short term, but that such a surge by the
support roles - administrative, intelli- state is unsustainable and the drug cartels
gence gathering - while the Border Patrol would simply wait the troops out.
expanded its ranks. Some National Guard
"They might get the desired effect, but it
troops already participate in counter-drug won't last long," he said.

er was Dutch:American. Dutch
Prime Minister Mark Rutte said
Monday that repatriating the
bodies was his "No. 1 priority."
In Washington, President
Barack Obama demanded that
international investigators get
full access to,the crash site and
accused the separatists of
removing evidence.
"What exactly are they trying
to hide?" he asked, a day after
the U.S. presented what it
called "powerful" evidence that
the rebels shot down the plane
with a Russian surface-to-air
Buk missile.
In farm fields near the eastern
village of Hrabove, Peter Van
Vilet, leader of the Dutch
National
Forensic
Investigations Team visiting
Ukraine, said seeing the crash
s)te was an emotional experience that gave him goose
bumps despite the heat.
The team - which specializes in victim recovery and
identification - observed
some victims' remains that had
not yet been removed from the
crash site and pressed the
rebels to seal the refrigerated
train cars.
The Dutch team also inspected the plane luggage gathered
at the crash site and suggested
it be put in a container and
shipped out.
At the U.N. in New York, the
Security Council will vote later
Monday on an Australia-proposed resolution demanding
international access to the
crash site and a cease-fire
around the area.
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Town Crier
• The Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Board of
Trustees will meet at noon
Wednesday in the board
room of the North Tower of
the hospital campus. Agenda
items will include a review of
the MCCH Balanced Score
Card, review and approval of
the financial report for the
month of June, Patient
Care/PI report, review and
approval of the Medical Staff
Report, leadership report and
public comment. In addition,
meetings of the Murray

Calloway Endowment for
Healthcare Board of Trustees
and the semi-annual meeting
the
of
Murray-Calloway
County Emergency Medical
Service. The Endowment
meeting will feature a repot
financial status and report on
Endowment activities from
MCCH Vice President of
Development Keith Travis,
while the EMS meeting will
include a semi-annual update
from Ambulance Service
Director Marty Barnett.
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Staff Report
impacting with a small tree. The
One person was airlifted to a impact caused the vehicle to
hospital after being involved in spin completely around, resultan accident Friday night in ing in severe damage. After
southwestern Calloway County. impact with a tree, a male pasThe
Calloway
County senger in the vehicle, Kelly
Sheriff's Office said it received Jones, 35, also of Hazel, was
a call at about 8 p.m., to ejected through the T-tops of the
respond to Killdeer Trail near vehicle, the CCSO reported.
the Graves County line. Upon
Another passenger in the vehiarrival Deputies Corey Keene cle, a 22-month-old male juveand Troy Doss reported locating nile, was restrained in a child
a male lying in the ditch with safety seat. The driver and the
possible injuries.
juvenile reportedly had no
The CC$0 said an investiga- injuries. The CCSO said Jones
tion determined that the vehicle was transported to Murray in question was operated by Calloway County Hospital by
Heather Johnson, 28, of Hazel, ambulance then air-lifted to
and that the vehicle appeared to another hospital due to the
have dropped off the shoulder of reported severity of his injuries.
the roadway.CCSO said Johnson
CCSO was assisted by the
apparently overcorrected and slid Calloway County Fire-Rescue,
into the opposite ditch.
the Murray-Calloway County
The vehicle traveled some dis- Ambulance Service and the
tance in the ditch eventually Murray Fire Department. ,
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investments Since 1854
Dow Jones bid. Avg.-17052.82 - 47.78
Air Products
130.06 + 0.08
Apple
_93.95 - 0.51
AT&T,Inc.
.0.21
BB&T
3733 1.57
Bank of America
1532 + 0.03
Briggs & Stratton
18.99 - 0.14
Bristol Myers Squibb .48.92 - 0.20
Caterpillar
11013 + 0.06
Chevron Texaco Corp 131.29 + 0.90
Yahoo
.33.24 - 0.08
Dean Foods
17.08 - 033
Exxon-Mobil .................103.08 + 0.35
Ford Motor Co.
17.70 - 0.02
General Electric -.-- 25.98 - 0.48
(;lo Smith Kline
53.39 - 033
kmazon
359.83 + 1.18
Goodyear Tire A Rubber -.2736.038

on Job
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21. 21114
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+ 0.08
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Time Warner
.......8736 + 0.13
t:SKancoi-p................_..,.A2.11 -0.05
WellPoint, Inc..................114A3 - 030
Wit-Mart
76.7'7 032

HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants (1.-131:
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
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Hour*: 8:00 a.m.-5:00 pro. 164.F
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ADJUSTMENTS
the first insertion 01 their ads for any
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USINESS & SERVICE DIRECTO

SALARIED
computer/network
technician in Calvert
City.
Experience
required.
Details:
www.smartpathtech.co
m/career

Run this ad everyday in the
Murray Ledger & Times!
One Month Is $125
Three Months Is $110/month

Pella Corporation is hiring for

Six

The BIDDING DOCUMENTS,consisting of Advertisement for Bids. Instructions
to Bidders, Bid, Bid Bond,Agreement, Notice of Award form, Notice to Proceed
form, Construction Performance Bond, Construction Payment Bond, Sample
Certification of Insurance form, Application for Payment form, General
Conditions, Supplemental General Conditions, Change Order form, Technical
Specifications, Addenda. and Drawings, may be examined at the following locations:
City of Murray
City Hall
104 North 5th Street
Murray, KY 42071

GRW Engineers, Inc.
801 Corporate Drive
Lexington, KY 40503

GRW Engineers, Inc.
9710 Bunsen Parkway
Louisville, KY 40299

Builders Exchange of KY, Inc.
2300 Meadow Drive
Louisville, KY 40205

AGC of Western Kentucky
2201 McCracken Boulevard
Paducah, KY 42001

AGC Plan Room
601 North 4th Street
Murray. KY 42071

Months Is $100/month

Assembly Workers in Murray.

Are you an individual that loves
working with your hands and
building a quality product?
It so, please apply online at
www.pella.conVcareers
Pella Corporation is an equal opportunity
employer. Post offer drug screen and
background check required.

Residential & Commercial
753-9224 Nick McClure-Owner

I

The Calloway County Health Department is currently accepting applications for
a full-time Health Environmentalist I position. This position includes an excellent
fringe benefit package and is based in Murray, KY. This position serves under
the direction of the Public Health Director.
Minimum Education, Training or Experience: Bachelor's Degree from a
college or university with a minor or twenty-four (24) semester hours in
environmental health, biological or physical science or registration as a
Kentucky Environmental Specialist/Sanitarian under KRS 223.

"Project information may be viewed at
McGraw-Hill Construction Dodge at
www.construction.com/project_centerr

Copies of the BIDDING DOCUMENTS MUST be obtained at the office of GRW
Engineers, Inc., located at 9710 Bunsen Parkway Louisville, Kentucky upon payment of 15000 for each set. Digital copies of the bidding documents are available
for $25 per CD, after purchase of the printed bidding documents. Payment is not
re/lendable. Bids from anyone not on the Engineer's Plan Holders List
will not be opened.
Bids shall be accompanied by a bid bond or a certified check in an amount equal
to finjagrrent(5%)of the bid to insure the execution of the contract for which the
bid is made. In case the bid is not accepted, the check or bid bond will be returned
to the bidder, but if the bid is accepted and the bidder shall refuse or neglect to
enter into a contract with the city ofjdurrav within then (10) days after the time
he has been notified of the acceptance of his bid, the said check or bid bond shall
be forfeited to the City of Murray as liquidated damages for the failure to do so.
No bidder may withdraw his bid for a period of ninety (90) days after closing time
scheduled for the receipt of bids.
The Cit,y of Murray reserves the right to waive informalities and to reject any and
all bids.

Special Requirements: Must possess and maintain a valid driver's license.
Note: An individual upon employment must become registered under the
provisions of KRS 223 to remain a permanent employee per Administrative
Regulations 902 KAR 8:080.
General Duties Include: Responsibilities tor this position include, but are not
limited to; Perform work of moderate difficulty while receiving training in the
application of environmental health programs and in the enforcement of
regulations through formal classroom training and on-Me-job expenence.
Perform duties with close monitoring by professional supervisory personnel until
property trained to perform functions independently. Perform regular inspections
of tounst accommodations, schools, swimming pools to ensure compliance with
state and local regulations pertaining to environmental health, this may include
taking product samples arid forwarding for testing. Secure water samples;
investigate nuisance complaints and other duties related to environmental
health. Inspect food establishments for compliance with state regulations
pertaining to sanitation. Request assistance from supervisors in situations
beyond his/her scope of training and experience. Interpret reports generated by
the Environmental Health Management Information System (EHMIS)/Graphical
Users Interface (GUI) system. Analyze and interpret data regarding test results.
inspections results, etc. and present results to appropnate types of audiences.
Salary Range: $12 15-515.17 per hour negotiable with additional expenence
Grade 15

By:
The Honorable Bill Well.
Mayor, City of Murray

Applications may be obtained at the Calloway County Health Department, 602
Memory Lane. Murray. KY 42071 or http://chts.ky.govictph/lhdapp.htm.
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Notice
2 Tennessee Titans
Season Tickets. 10
games + 2 preseason.
$500 per ticket. Home
Side!! Sec 336, Row Y
Seats
1.2.
615.209.0558

Notice
Blackberries you pick
or we pick. Louise Sins
270-354-6585

Papa Smurf
Storage
1st

2 Titans Professional
Seat
Licenses
Section
5750/each.
136, Row Y Seats 1.2
Purchase only once
615.209.0558

Oniti I rvel

iNew Climate
Available
.24,7 Surveillance
West Control
lJw
y7.),)

1.-)4 East
aim •••

And out what's
happening
this summer...

41
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Mail this coupon with payment to
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Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-11/111
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THE Murray Ledger &
'Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

CONSERVATIVE
Southern
Missonary
Church
Baptist
in
search of a part time
minister of youth. Send
Resume by August
15th to: Grace Baptist
Church, ATTN: YM
Committee,
Search
617 South 9th Street,
Murray, KY 42071
CURRENTLY looking
for a house cleaner for
my house in Murray.
Please Call 502-5948568
HIRING Full Time Cake
Decorator. Experience
preferred, Apply at
Food Giant Murray KY
HELP Wanted to 5
days a week: Basic
sowing knowledge. will
train apply in Person,
NO calls
Murray Sewing Center
St
S.12th
942-A
Murray KY
PROFESSIONAL
Sales Reps Needed.
All leads provided,
qualtty products, excellent work environment
Send
resume:
info0pecoproducts.co
m Salary + Senoras

Completed application and college transcnpt must be received by close of
business August 4, 2014 to the attention of Stephanie Hays, Finance
Administrator, at the Calloway County Hearth Department. Resumes will not
substitute for completed application. A criminal background check will be
required prior to the interview process and prior to employment.
Calloway County Health Department is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

Numerttex Displays,
a leader in LED signage and contract
manufacturing has immediate openings for
prodteion and assembly work. No
previous work in manufacturing required.
We will train the right candidates to help
build the best products in a fun, fast paced
work environment. Please send resume to
PO Box 88, Murray, KY 42071

eMURRAY

STATE UNIVERSITY
Full-time job vacancy at Murray Campus
Building Services Technician I $7.43/hr
Expo Center Supervisor $11.20/hr
Apply online & view additional details at
www.murraystatejob.corn
Women and minorities are encouraged to
apply. Murray State University is an equal
education and employment opportunity,
WF/D, AA employer

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted' section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwort.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this websitc.
However, as a national
website. not all listings
on the jobnetwork.00rn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.
EXPERIENCED Legal
Secretary, Real Estate
and general practice
P.O. Box 1040-B

Construction Workers
Robinson Construction Company is accepting
applications and resumes for carpenters, rod
busters, concrete finishers, structural welders,
iron workers, millwrights, pipefitters, pipe
welders, operators, crane operators, field
engineers,foreman and superintendents for
heavy industrial work. MSHA training is
helpful but not required. EOE. Apply at
1821 Peartree Lane
Hopkinsville, KY 42240
Call Scott at 573-517-5128
or email resumes to:

kcissell019113
Benchmark Healthcare
of Puryear is accepting
applications for
a
Director of Nursing.
Competitive wage and
benefit
package.
Skilled
nursing experience
preferred. E-mail
resume to klancastsr0legacy-health -systerne.corn. EDE.

LOOKING for highly
motivated mechanic
with ability to repair and
service gas and diesel
turf
equipment
Experience necessary.
Ins Available Salary
depending on experience,
Resume
Required. Must pass
drug test. Cali
731-247-3221

KeeFORCE is seeking
a
Computer
Technician. For details
of position please visit
www.keeforce.com/car
eers.php

All our line
ads are placed
online for

EflgE!
From pets to
used cars.

Check the

CLASSIFIEDS
for all your
needs!
753-1916

HEALTH
CARE
OPPORTUNITIES
Parkview Nursing and
Rehabilitation Center in
Paducah
ASSISTANT DIREC
TOR OF NURSINGRN
Full-tim position available for a Kentuckylicensed RN with one
year of supervisory and
tong-term care expenence.
CHARGE
NURSERN/LPN
Full-time position available for a kentuckylicensed nurse.
CERTIFIED NURSING
ASSISTANT
Full-time position available for a Kentuckycertified nursing assistant.
MAINTENANCE
ASSISTANT
Full-time position available. Must have HVAC,
electrical, mechanical
and plumbing mainteexperience,
nance
preferably in a health
facility.
care
High
school diploma or
equivalent required.
Long-term care experience preferred. We
offer great pay and
benefits in a team-onented environment.
Cindy Ivy
270-443-6543
270-442-3312 Fax
544 Lone Oak Rd
Paducah, KY 42003
Cynthia_ Ivy0LCCA.co

'
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150
Articles
For Sale

'
Tons EteePowit

2012 Kirby vacuum
plus attachments plus
shampooer. $800 080
270-978-1479
Ladies Mongoose bike
$AO 270.978.1714
Nikon Cool Pix L820
Camera $150
160 GB r gen IPOO
Classic $100
Venzon LGCosmos (w/
Ouerty keyboard)$20
Canon 3-in-1 printer
$25
Swiss Army backpack
$55
270.978 9389

SINGER
SALES $ VAC
JUKI, JANOME & SINGER
sewing machines
°RECK Vacuums
Quilts starting at $79
G.E. Financing
9011-C t 12th

Center
(270)153-5323
Vacuum cleaners, bags
& hoses.
Jerry's Sporting Goods
Mayfield. KY

A/C window unit Nice
& clean $100
Kenmore Washer &
Dryer, excellent condition $350.
270.978.1714
Used Pellet Stove $700
0130 you haul
270-2272740

Total Gym System Like
new- Includes all owners manuals and CD's.
$500.00
315-778-5911

LOGIC recording software $100
Powered 8"subwooter
$50
Radiohead
auxiliary
port $20
PA systern$75
soundboard $50
4 x 10 cabinet amp
3 Dynamic microphones $25
Tascam
iUR2
midilaudio dig interface
$25
30W Kustom guitar
amp $125.
270 978 9389
Sitvertone semi-hollow,
elec guitar,red $200(w/
case) $350
w/B7
Bigsby.
Kona 5 string bass.
solid $200
wireless guitar system
$50
Violin $150
Cloz viioin (over 100
years old) $500
Slingerland
14x5.5
snare $75
Pearl
Forum13x5.5
ssnare $40
Firecracker
Pearl
10x5.5 snare $75
Comet $75
ESP 5 string bass $125
270.978.9389

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

280
Mobile Hume For Rol

WARD ELKINS

070
Positiori Wanted

BEDROOM SUIT
6pc, Cherry, Solid
Wood,
In
factory
boxes
$795 00
270-293-4121
Can Deliver
ALL FURNITURE &
MATTRESSES
ON
SALE
CARRAWAY
FURNITURE
& MATTRESSES
105 N. 3RD
270-753-1502
PILLOW Top Mattress
sets. New in Plastic.
Queen $195.00
Full $185.00
King 5385.00
270-293-4121
Can Deliver

CASH FOR GOOD
USED REFRIGERATORS.
STOVES.
HEATERS, AIR CONDITIONERS,
CARPETING, ETC 270753-4109
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 121h,
Murray.
PAYING $20 and up
for old silver dollars
270-293499e

PROP
119 E.
(270) 75
Cell: (270)
9 a.m. - 4

J&L RE

605E South 12th St

64 Ford Tractor,
Bush Hog, Plows,
Cultivator, 270-2269388.
270-753-7472

Motorcycle helmets
pickets, boots, saddlebags Jerry's Sporting
Goods, Mayfield,KY

MINI-S
720 S.4
Career of 121
IOXIO's
(270)4
PRE
MINIST
*Inside dim
stor.
•Secunty
"Safe
*We se
•We rent
753-

Musical

Apartments For Rent

& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry 7533633

G&
STORA

220

160
Home Furnishings

"ANT1OuES-, gas, oil

A&F Ware
Near MSU
753-7

759-2500
"Eye Disease
mumryeyecentcom

(270)7531713

Wont to Buy

360
Storage

308 S. 12th
Murray

"Eyeglasses
*Contacts

Visit us: LCCA.corn
E0E/WFN/D-50087

110

3 Bedroom 2
All Appliance
Carport,
Building. Avai
23rd
$885.00 mon
Story Ave.
9493, 270-75

Dr. Kevin Adams

2Br,
1Ba
Hazel
400 /deposit,
400/month.
270-492-8887

Experienced farm hand
seeks FT job on Grain
& Livestock operation.
CDL Class A Heavy
equipment & all equipment experience.
Please leave message
if no answer.
270.293.1438

2 or 38R Hous
Lease & Depo
Required
270-753-4109
nictiolsentco
/properties

yecare pecia ties
Tr'. •

..i
Call Chelsea Humphreys
at 270-753-1916 and place your ad today!
060
Nsip Waited

340
Nouns For

Always on Time & What You Ordered
1604 Hwy 121 Bypass-Murray
753-7743
tshirts1@murra -k .net

Thank you for your business'

HELP WANTED
HEALTH ENVIRONMENTAUST 1

NOW LEA:
1, 2 & 3bedroo
We accept S
8 vouche
Apply at Mur-C
902 Northwo
Monday
Wednesday, I
Phone 759-4
Equal Hour
Opportun
TDD * 71

5gotte, Embroidery &
Screen Pnnting

Camp Septic Cleaning of Aillirrilj:

5.•

ponces together with all related work as specified and shown on the 1)raw-ins:1i
will be received by the City of Murray at the office of the City HRH 104 North 5th
street Murray. KY 42071 until Thursday. July 3.. 2014 at 2-00 P,tL (local timet
gad then at said office onened and publicly read aloud

ABC Plan Rooms
1333 Magnolia Street
Bowling Green, KY 42104

Help Warded

Busy Optometric practice needing FT/PT
help. Experience preferred. Pleasent outgoing personality a must.
Send Resume to P.O.
Box 1040A

Advertisement for Bids

•

060

Niurray Led;

1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required.
270-7534109
1BR apt in various
locations.
Coleman
Real Estate 270-7539898

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
BR from $345
2BR from $375
270-753-115%
!SOS Ditigold Drive
TDD11-0116-545-1133ett 211
na,roWitoon a,a. poo
i
l6
apportiatin provirk,
owl

CEV
Murray
$417/morith 270-8755110
Available August 189i
NEW apartment In
Hazel.
$550.00/mo.
plus deposit all u11111Ms
included.
270-492-8211
VERY nice 48R, 28A,
newly remodeled, New
appliances & fixtures
throughout Coleman
Real Estate 270-7539898

•••‘:
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Murray Ledger & Times
430

Aperlinsi1s For Rent
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO # 711
340
Houses For Rent
2 or 38R Houses
Lease & Deposit
Required
270-753-4109
nicholsent.com
/properties
3 Bedroom 2 Bath
All Appliances, Deck,
Carport,
Storage
Building. Available July
23rd
$885.00 month, 1501
Story Ave. 270-2939493, 270-759-5885
360

Storage Radek
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
•

•

G&C

STORAGE and
PROPANE

ties
S. 12th

119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

Murray
759-2500
COrn

kr!

480

ails Nis

AM Parts

taerises a Mae. Fait
ilsowleg Act Notice
Annelid* advertised herein
sold is the Federal Fair
AA which sass it
Meat=
=
mkt. Ibrailem ar
bes balz
i ia
it ,..min

USED TIRES

di=

gni.am.
Wild 16its er Woad
ar leastits la sake mg out=

aim Wiwi=or
hen.
State laws terkidakablination
in the +ale, mita! or advertising
ot real estate based on factory in
addition to those protected
under federal Liw
We will knowingly accept any
adYernsing tor real estate whit+
u not in vioLition it Law All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings acIvernsed are
akailabfe on an equal opportu,
run hams
For hirther assistance with Pair
Housing AdYertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P Wan%(703)648-1000

REAL ESTATE FOR
SALE. Apartment budding and duplexes. Visit
nicholsent.com/properties or call 270-7534109
460
Haters For See
"OWNER Finance"
Lake Cottage with
Land
Fixer/Handyman
Special
127 Tearose Hamlin,
KY
$500 down $475 month
Call Ruthie 270-7532222

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
New 2-4
720 S. 4111 ST.
Bedroom homes in
cornier id 121 S. ik Glendale.
Riverfield Estates
IOXIO's & 10x15's
SEG Real Property
(2701436-2524
Professionals
293-7872
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE

System Uke
des all ownIs and CD's

-Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
*Safe & clean
-We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

11

rding soft-

Sunbury

8-subwoofer

Multiple same.
auxiliary
75
rd $50
et amp
amic micro5
iUR2
dig interface
stom

in every unit,
BONN. ninth

375

GREAT RETAIL
LOCATION!

guitar

9389
• semi-hollow,
rrect $200(w/
$350
w/B7
string bass
guitar system
50

103 North 3rd St
Into 270-753-8964
2,300S0FT
Office/Retail/
Warehouse Space
602 Maple Street

2BR 1BA, 1 mile from
town. Large utility 3
acres, 30x30 pole barn.
$100K 270-753-7472
270-226-9388
3BR, 2BA Bnck home
Great location at end of
culdasack $128,000
270-978-1661
270978-1695
Beautiful Wells Blvd.
Home for sale 4 bedroom, 2 bath, hardwood floor, 2 fireplaces. Large fenced in
backyard $184.900.
270-978-1984
CHECK out this baby
doll! Occupied.
780 sq ft. 2BR C/H/A.
Covered porches,
storage bldg. new
paint, surveyed propertY.
Lots of extras
$14,750.00.
With reasonable offer,
you can own it! East
Elementary area. Dnve
by 229 White Oak,
Murray KY. 270-7536012

Call 753-5606
490

Used Cars
1999 Ford Raurus V6
182,xxx, 700.00 OBO
Call
270-293-1007
After 4 pm.
1984
Chevrolet
Celebrity. V6, power
steering and brakes.
No air. $795 firm.
Jerry's Sporting Goods
Mayfield 270-247-4704
1965
Mustang, 6
Cylinder
automatic,
New Interior, New tires
and wheels Call 270832-2912
510

Homes For Rent
1Ba
Haze
deposit,
th
-8887
For Rent
2br apts nea
wn
Murray
and deposit
270-753-

apt in various
ns.
Coleman
Estate 270-753-

away Gardens
Downs
Lpartinents

;sex

IR from $345

IA from $375

70-753-8556
; DeIguid Drive
111111-543-1$13 ,it 213

Ita*ftelo•w ost mors1
.
6

porkerirs prestder
wet

Murray
nonth 270-875-

ole August 16th
apartment In
8550.00/mo.

spout all uttitties

id.

e-e211

nice 4BR, 2BA,
remodeled, New
ices A fixtures
hout Coleman
Estate 270-753-

(270)485-6122
380

ice' Othrsd

For
Sale/Reduced
Very nice, read)9-to-go
2004 40 ft. Monaco
Diplomat Motor Horne
with 3 slides. Cummins
330 Diesel, 6 Speed
Allison Transmission,
Satellite, Full Body
Paint, Generator, 2
AJC's
With
Herat
Pumps,
Basement
Storage, Trailer Hitch,
Tow Package. Ceramic
Floors, Carpet, Oak
Cabinets,
Corian
Counter Tops, Full
Kitchen,
4
Door
Fridge,
Microwave,
Stove Top, 2 Baths, 3
T.V.'s, Queen Island
Bed, Sofa Sleeper,
Dinette
Sleeper,
Captain Chairs. Call
270-836-5407.

...

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

753-9562
www.hllleleLtric.com

A.G.S. Well &
Irrigation
Well Drilling
We// Pump Service
Residential
Agricultural

Chris Tucker
270-293-4406

6 9 4
3 1 2
5 7 8
2 5 6
9 4 3
-1-87
72 1
4.3 5
8 6 9

79
7

8
,

9

II Size Until"
'I
24/7 Surveillance • Electricity
We Now Have 80 Climate Control Units

Dirt-1w ty Level **

8
47

Hill Appliance
Repair
Serving
West Kentucky
Jason Hill
(270)226-0194

812 Whitnell

75341853 ,
GARLANt
RENTAL

Service on all
major brands
licensed & Insured

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
&TRUCKING

if you've tot it, we can store It
.
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations:
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
tights, Electnoty, and 24/7 Surveillance

.411 Your Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E

(27O)2.93-8686

'Brand New Motorhome Boat Storage
All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

XENTUCKYLAKE
REMODELING.COM

270-753-2905

-Horne Improvements
-Bath 4K/1076'17

Lamb Tree
Pro

Brandon's
Outdoor Service

Drywall. Painting
Plumbing, Flooring, Decks

Complete Tree
Service
Trimming and

•Bushogging

-Sr ascount
'free Estrnates
We/rep( OfAnges List

Remaal

*Mowing

Licensed and Insured
Credit Cards Accepted
270-753-TREE
(8733)

C-(270)972-0543

Greg Mansfield
•

Daytime
H-(270)436-5277
After 6

CLEAN CUT
LAWN CARE
LANDSCAPING
MULCJIINt,

Great Hometown Service

Free estimates
Call Kevin at

Don spend your money Out .21
stale Meep it total,

12701 293-8480

/11/TCHELL
BROS.
PAWNG
,eal coating & striping
•tacenseci-Insured

Zech 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106
N Staves

q/7.51.1led

•Tining
•Bladework

Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters

Over 28 Years
Experience

270-293-4020
FRAME S TREE
SERVICE &
DEBRIS REMOVAL
*24 How

Emergency Ser‘i,:,,,
•Locally owned
•Licensed & Insured
Ron Frame

270-436-5959

HALL'S WASTF
MANAGEMENT
• weekly & speLtal pkkupc
• locally owned/operated

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
•Handyman Senrices
•Yard Work
•Gutters Cleaned
•Home Repairs

Gary 270-227-0420
TNT Surface
Cleaning
•Residental & Commercial
•Houses, fences,
concrete. etc
•P ree Estimates
•Expenence & Licensed

Murray, KY
270-350-8368

(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
•Trimming
•Removal
•Stump Grinding
'Firewood
•Insured

,(270) 489-2839

TRAVIS
ASPHAI:I
Pa'.ing-Svalcitatin2

Striping
Cris(4-Dirt-Sand
tK.5i5s
l()

270-293-4256
YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Serviceticensed

and insured. Free estimates. 436-2562, 2270267

Subscribe to
The Murray Ledger & Times

Dutch anger swells at treatment of Ukraine bodies
THE HAGUE, Netherlands
(AP)— The families and friends
of Dutch citizens blown out of
the sky above Ukraine poured
out their grief and anger
Monday at a meeting with their
monarch and political leaders.
"This terrible disaster has left
a deep wound in our society." a
somber King Willem-Alexander
said after meeting the next of kin
at a private meeting. "The scar
will be visible and tangible for
years to come."
The Dutch have widely condemned the way the bodies of
the victims have been treated in
Ukraine and the fact they have
not yet been returned home,four
days after the downing of
Malaysia Airlines Flight 17
killed 298 passengers and crew,
including 193 Dutch citizens.
In an unusual move that
underscored the severity of the
national trauma, the king gave a
brief televised address to the
country after meeting hundreds
of grieving relatives and friends
of the dead near the central city
of Utrecht.
"Many people said to us,'We
at least want to take dignified

Answer to previous puzzle

61

5

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

Obedience.

83

MINI
STORAGE.

petals
DOG

5

-

54

(270)759-0501

glendhenmere.com
(270)436-2858.

29

(270) 759-0890

40 yrs expenence

Brick, 2 story Colonist spare: 2700 se ft; 5 BR,
2.5 BA, formal LM.g and Dieing Rooms, Dee mod
Seeman, hardwood floors, C/WA.
Cd 131-217-4742
$186.911

11) Diem Groxn

4

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC
bilesulaUtammsrdaUllssiesatial
lames C.Gallows
yikvW.OECI.LC NET

530
Services Offered

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Sudoku s a nurnber-pirang puzzle based on a 9x9
set
several ceven numbers The ootto a to piece tna nurnbara Iio
9 in the empty squares so vial lath roe each coiurnn and each
3.3 box contains me hams number only once The decay ever
or the Concapas Suaoku no-asses from Monday io sonnay

SUDOKU
Conceptis SueloKu

Campers

Auto Shop
clean up /body work
newly painted
single bay
605 S 3rd

n

14. 15. 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

270-753-8984

ri (over 100
)$500
nd
14x5.5
5
Forum13x5.5
•
Firecracker
re $75
75
tring bass $125
9389
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leave of our loved ones,- he said they have begun a criminal
said. "We understand their frus- investigation, though it remains
tration and their pain. And we unclear exactly where any susshare their heartfelt wish for pects might face a court, if they
clarity on the cause of this disas- can be tracked down.
ter."
One relative who said she was
Speaking after the same meet- going to the meeting was Silene
ing, Prime Minister Mark Rutte Fredriksz-Hoogzand, whose son
also acknowledged the nation's Bryce and his girlfriend Daisy
discontent.
Oehlers died on their way to a
"All of the Netherlands feels vacation in Bali.
their anger," Rutte said. "All of
She
expressed
disbelief
the Netherlands feels their deep Sunday at how the bodies have
grief. All of the Netherlands is been treated.
standing with the next of kin."
"Bodies are just lying there for
Victor Jammers, policy direc- three days in the hot sun," she
tor of the organization Victim told The Associated Press.
Support Netherlands. also was "There are people who have this
in the meeting. He said relatives on their conscience. There are
also were angry at being kept in families who can never hold the
the dark.
body of a child or a mother."
"The people I. spoke to direct
Before meeting the next of
their anger of course to the kin, Rutte briefed lawmakers
Ukraine and to Russia. to give who had hurried back from their
you an example, but there is also summer recess. He told them
anger toward the Dutch govern- that getting the bodies home as
ment, because relatives wanted soon as possible was his governmore information than they got ment's top priority. He said a
in the east days," he said.
Dutch military transport plane is
One of the questions many are ready to repatriate the remains,
asking is: Will the perpetrators which are now being stored in a
face justice?
refrigerated train in a rebel-held
Prosecutors in the Netherlands town.

"If the train finally gets going
and the bodies get to Ukrainecontrolled territory then we
would prefer — and a Hercules
is ready at Itharkiv airport — to
get the bodies back to the
Netherlands as soon as possible," Rutte said.
The train finally set off at the
end of the day, its destination
not immediately known.
Right-wing lawmaker Louis
Bontes urged the government to
send special Dutch forces to
secure the crash site.
"This messing around with our
people can go on no longer." he
said. "Our people must be
brought home now."
Rutte said he has made it
"crystal clear" to Russian
President Vladimir Putin that he
must use his influence with
rebels to ensure unhindered
access to the crash scene for
international investigators. He
says sanctions could be slapped
on "those directly or indirectly
responsible" for hindering the
probe.
"All political, economic and
financial options are on the
table," he said.
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Horoscope

by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday, July 23, 2014:
This year you intuitively know what to do. You say the right words,
and you are more assertive than in the past. You take action with
ease. Others will support you more often and will want to participate in your ventures. You also begin a new 12-year luck cycle. If
you are single, you will be hard-pressed to maintain that status, as
many potential suitors head your way. If you are attached, the love
between you and your significant other blazes bright. You will want
to fulfill one of your joint life goals in the next 12 months. CANCER tends to say little, but he or she is very observant.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic: 4Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1 -Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** You will be determined to wrap up a situation or eliminate a
problem. Someone around you could be contentious. Sit back, and
listen to what is being shared. You'll be coming from an unusually
secure position. Let this person air out his or her concerns. Tonight:
Take the night off.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** You tend to be instinctive when it comes to solving a problem.
You seem to know what to do with any issue that arises from your
daily contacts. You have a lot to otter. Allow others to come to you.
Listen to what they ask, and then you can decide what to do.
Tonight: Your treat.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** You might want to clear the air. You will need a creative
approach in order to open up others, as they are likely to shut down
unexpectedly if you are not careful. Remain sensitive to someone
else's suggestions. Do not go beyond your normal limits. Tonight:
Out late.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** You might want to say little and handle what you must first.
Maintain good listening skills, and you will learn a lot about others.
Do not allow a sense of irritation to get to you. Someone could be
difficult, but you can ignore this person's criticism as well. Tonight:
Nap, then decide.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Do not lose your focus; instead, stay focused on what is
important. You could be distracted by a very flirtatious individual in
your life, and enjoying every moment. You'll have a strong sense of
direction once you refocus. Know what is needed here. Tonight:
Share news.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Pressure builds around you. You might feel as if you need to
do some hard thinking, but you won't have the time yet to stop and
reflect. Once you finish your to-do list, you will want to slow down
and relax. A conversation with a friend also will be helpful. Tonight:
A late-night chat.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** You'll feel energized and want to be direct with someone at
a distance. This person might not appreciate your immediate reaction. Read between the lines with his or her reactions. You will
assume far more responsibility than you typically do. Tonight: Out till
the wee hours.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Ask yourself why you are having a strong reaction to someone. The answer could be more significant than you realize. Try to
detach. You will be able to work with this person, if you so choose.
Tonight: Reach out to someone at a distance and catch up on news.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Others naturally will dominate the scene today. You could be
focused on a different goal, and you might be barely interested in
your day-to-day routine. A friend could be pushing you hard in the
next few days. Take time for a loved one. Tonight: Relate to others
directly.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** You seem to add to your to-do list all day long, rather than
crossing things off. Be more in touch with how routine some of your
activities are. Slow down, and know that you do not need to carry
others' burdens. Tonight: Join a friend for some dinner and drinks.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** You think quickly on your feet, even more so today. Your natural inclination will bring positive and rewarding results. Reach out to
someone at a distance. The conversation alone will help you gain a
perspective on what is happening around you. Tonight: Out and
about.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** A partner could force your hand. You might want to pull back
and consider what is going on. Is this really the stand you want to
take? Honor what feels right to you, even if it involves a sudden
change. Tonight: Head home first, then decide.
BORN TODAY
Musician Slash (1965), actor Daniel Radcliffe (1989), actor Woody
Harrelson (1961)

•••
Jacqueline Bigar is on the Internet at www.lacguellnebigar.com.
(C)2014 by King Features Syndicate Inc.

ELMER:
Shepherd • Eight
Months Old • Male

TRACKS: NeuteredDeclawed, Bobtail &
Tabby Mix • Adult• Male

SHELTER HOURS:
MON.-FRI. 10 AM-4 PM • SAT. 10 AM-3 PM
For more information contact

Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter
at(270)759-4141
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Looking Back
Tea years ago
Members of Pt Kappa Alpha are
looking to the future as they prepare
to rebuild their
fraternity house . The
first step is to tear down the
remains
of the house that was destroyed
by
fire earlier this year.
The light at the intersection of
12th Street and Roy Stewan
Stadium is now operational.
Dr. Jim Rudolph, director of the
School of Agriculture at Murray
State University, is shown as he
congratulates Keith Wright of
Murray
on
receiving
the
Outstanding Senior in Agriculture
Mechanization award. He is the son
of Rheamond and Anna Wright.
The Murray Panthers placed runner-up in the Lil' Lady Colonel Fast
Pitch Softball tournament in
Hopkinsville in the 10 and under
division. Team members and coaches shown are Lauren Dieleman.
Taylor Futrell, Meg Hudson,
Chelsea
Holzschuh, Georgia
Barnett, Chelsea Hill, Allison
Rogers. Shelby Crouch. Alyssa
Cunningham. Haley Wallace, Haley
Stewart and coaches Randall Hill,
Brown Crouch.Teri Futrell and Jeff
Stewart.
Twenty years ago
Eighteen women will compete for
the Murray Calloway County Fair
Queen title at the contest sponsored
by the Murray Woman's Club.
Contestants are Whitney Dix,
Crystal Johnson, Crystal Lynn
Kirksey. Melody Parker. Melanie
Stemmer. Jensen Serre Douglas,
Rhonda Kimbro. Candy Lee
Mason, Natasha Shoemaker, Mitzi
Lee Windsor. Ken Lynn Bazzell.
Leslie Carol Hamilton, Dolly Ann
Bogard. Ginger Leanne Hicks,
Allison Burgess. Deidra Ann
Holcomb. Celena Cooper and
Amanda Jackson.
Pictured is some of the Murray 10
year old All Stars Mitchell Smith,
Matt Kelleher. Mark Chamberlain
and Mario Lawrence as they
applaud their teammates.
From
a column by Murray
Ledger & Times Sports Editor,
Steve Parker. " Mel Purcell was
called to play on the senior tennis

tour. Pun:ell signed a contract to
compete in one of the ten tournaments on the new Jimmy Connorsled senior tennis tour."
Thirty years ago
Keisha Nachee' Scarbrough,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jeff
Scarbrough of Murray, celebrated
her first birthday.
Murray Little League All Stars
earn a trip to the state tournament in
Middlesboro on July 30.
Mr. and Mrs. Kerry Stone.
Kirksey, are the parents of a son.
Joshua Clint, born June 27 at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Forty years ago
More than 300 friends and associates of Ruble Smith. retiring chairman of the Department of
Elementary Education at Murray
State University were present at a
luncheon in her honor.
Airman Monty S. Cathey, son of
Marilyn McCuiston and the late
Gene Cathey, has graduated from
the U.S. Air Force Communication
Specialist courses by Air Training
Command at Sheppard AFB
Wichita Falls. Texas.
The Murray Little League All
Stars beat Marshall County 12 to 10
to claim the championship of the
Little League District Tournament
at the Murray City Park.
Fifty years ago
J.T. Taylor has sold his interests in
local businesses to his sons Tommy
D., Dan Keith and Dwain Taylor.
Recent births at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Callum; a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert McCuiston; a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat Lee; a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. David Kingins; a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hutchens; a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Barrow
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Douglas
Bolling.
Sixty years ago
Marine
Pvt.
Charles
B.
McCuiston, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Boyce McCuiston, is serving
aboard the battleship USS Missouri
now stopping at ports in Portugal,
Spain, France, Belgium and the
Netherlands.

Younger couples weigh in
on how they handle money
DEAR READERS: On April reason usually involves hearing
11, I printed a letter from "Won- their parents argue over money.
dering in Washington,' a man askWhat I find interesting is that the
ing why young men in general wife usually came up with the
today
have idea.
the attitude
I believe the separation of
that
'any incomes starts with young women
money I earn embracing messages of empowis mine" in a erment they heard growing up and
marriage or applying them not only to the worklive-in situa- place, but home, as well -- plus
tion. He said a healthy dose of entitlement that
when he mar- seems common to their generaried, he and tion. -- JUST SAYING
:its wife conDEAR ABBY: Male reader
Abby sidered what here. Gone are the days of the
they earned to stay-at-home wife who takes care
be "theirs" -- of the house and raises the chilBy Abigail
not his or dren. I'm as guilty of those preVan Buren
hers. When I conceptions as anyone. I thought
asked my "younger readers" to marriage meant being totally devotchime in. I was inundated. Some ed to your spouse and you disexcerpts:
cussed everything.
DEAR ABBY: My husband was
I now believe both parties in
26 and I was 24 when we got a relationship have financial
married. To me, how young cou- responsibilities to the other. In
ples handle money says a lot my first marriage, the majority of
about their attitude toward mar- financial responsibilities fell on me.
riage.
The financial obligations in my secMy mother always said, "If ond marriage are different. We have
you can't trust a man with your a separate maintenance agreement.
money, why would you trust him
pay only part of our living expenswith your heart?" I kept that in es. I can spend whatever I want,
mind when I was dating, so when
when 1 want, on whatever I want.
my boyfriend and I married, we
I think the way to handle
didn't have serious underlying finances in a relationship is a
issues like addiction, compulsive rock-solid legal agreement and a
spending, etc. -- MOM OF 2
lot of premarital counseling. Then
DEAR ABBY: My first hus- there are no surprises.
J.G.
band controlled all the money,
DEAR ABBY: I'm 32, recentmy pay and his. He bought what ly married. I earn more than my
HE wanted, but didn't always pay husband, and I'm better at manthe mortgage or utilities.
aging money.
In my second marriage, my
We plan to set up a joint
money is my money and his account for household expenses.
money is his. If I earn 60 per- joint vacations, etc., and maintain
cent of the income. I pay 60 per- individual accounts for whatever
cent of the shared bills. Whatev- money is left.
er is left is up to my own disWe don't consider our relationcretion to spend. and the same ship to be disposable. But when
goes for his paycheck. -- you grow up like we did and
LEARNED MY LESSON
don't marry until your 30s. you
DEAR ABBY: I'm a man in live a considerable amount of your
my mid-30s: my wife is in her life independently. We are happy
mid-20s. Many of our friends keep with this arrangement. -- MODtheir finances separate, and the ERN MARRIAGE

Dear

Today In History
By the Associated Press
Today is Tuesday. July 22, the
203rd day of 2014. There are 162
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On July 22, 1934, bank robber John Dillinger was shot to death
by federal agents outside Chicago's Biograph Theater.
On this date:
In 1587, an English colony
fated to vanish under mysterious
circumstances was established on
Roanoke Island off North Carolina.
In 1796, Cleveland, Ohio, was

3/4 hours.
In 1943. American forces led
by Gen. George S. Patton captured Palermo. Sicily. during World
War II.
In 1944. the Bretton Woods
Monetary Conference concluded
in New Hampshire with an agreement to establish the International Monetary Fund and the World
Bank.
In 1963. Sonny Liston knocked
out Floyd Patterson in the first
round of their rematch in Las
Vegas to retain the world heavyweight title.
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I KNOW WHAT ,
YOU'RE THINKING.

Main culprit in skin damage
is exposure to sun
the skin's ability to fight infection, feel sensations and regulate
body temperature also diminishes
with age.
But the single biggest cause
of damage to skin as you age is
not aging itself; it's sun exposure.
Over the years, sun exposure causes fine and coarse wnnkles: baggy
skin with a yellow,leathery appearance; and dry, scaly skin. It also
increases the risk for skin cancer.
I grew up near the beaches of
Southern California. Many sun
worshippers were on the beach
pretty much all day, every day.
By the time they were in their
late 30s, many of these people
had skin that was as dry, scaly
and wrinkled as someone in his
or her 70s.
To distinguish the effects of
sun exposure from those of aging,
look at and feel the skin on your
face and the backs of your hands.
Now do the same on a part of
your body that isn't regularly
exposed to the sun, such as your
lower abdomen or buttocks. The
difference can be dramatic.
It's never too late to protect
your skin from sun damage:
-- Use a sunscreen with an
SPF of 30 or higher.
-- Reapply sunscreen every
couple of hours.
-- Wear wide-brimmed hats and
other protective clothing.
-- Avoid the sun between 10
a.m. and 2 p.m., when its rays
are most intense.
It's true that our skin ages,
and there's not a lot we can do
about it. But we can do something about the damage done by
the sun that makes our skin -and us -- look old.

DEAR DOCTOR K: As I've
entered my 40s, the skin on my
hands and face has started to
change. What happens to our skin
as we age?
DEAR READER: The shortest answer is that our skin gets
old, like the rest of us. In fact,
the three layers of skin get old
in different ways.
The skin's
outermost
layer, the epidermis, forms
a protective
physical barrier. The dermis, or middle layer,contains collagen
and elastin,
which
provide strength,
By
firmness and
Dr. Anthony
elasticity. It
Komaroff
also contains
blood vessels,immune cells, nerves
and glands that produce sweat
and oil. The deepest layer consists of connective tissue and fat.
(I've put an illustration of these
layers on my website, AskDoctorK.com.)
As the years go by, skin undergoes a number of changes. Epidermal cells don't slough off as
easily. Skin doesn't retain as much
moisture. The collagen and elastin
in the middle layer break down.
As a result, the skin is less firm
and less elastic.
It's similar to what happens to
a rubber band as it gets old and
dry: It loses elasticity. As a result,
when gravity tugs on the skin,
instead of bouncing back, it starts
to sag: Fine lines form around
the eyes, deepened lines appear
at the corners of the mouth and
across the forehead, and skin in
various places (such as under the
jaw and in the neck) starts to
hang down.
Other changes may not be as
noticeable to you. For example,

Dr. Komaroff

(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions,
go to AskDoctorK.com, or write:
Ask Doctor K, 10 Shattuck St.,
Second Floor,Boston,MA 02115.)
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Hints From Hololso
founded by General Moses Cleaveland (correct).
In 1893, Wellesley College professor Katharine Lee Bates visited the summit of Pikes Peak.
where she was inspired to write
the original version of her poem
"America the Beautiful."
In 1916, a bomb went off during a Preparedness Day parade in
San Francisco. killing 10 people.
In 1933,American aviator Wiley
Post completed the first solo flight
around the world as he returned
to New York's Floyd Bennett Field
after traveling for 7 days. 18 and
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YOU'RE rs4INKING,
OUGHT TO
TREAT rkAT
NICE FELLOW
TO A TASTY
CHILI DOG'

DOESN'T MATTER IMPORTANT
THING IS THAT AT LEAST ONE
OF US IS THINKING OF IT

AN UPDATE ON
CLOSED CAPTIONING
Dear Heloise: In a recent
column, a reader mentioned a
CLOSED-CAPTIONING feature, and you commented."Some
TVs do not have this feature."
I want all of your readers
to know that closed captioning.
is required by law on all Thia,
over 13 inches, and on all digital cable boxes. It may not be
as easy to set up as simply pressing the mute button, but it may come in handy for some people.
Refer to the instruction manuals. Also, you can
leave the sound up while the captions are going. - Karen D. in Nebraska
Karen, thanks for the update. Please say "Hi"
to my friends at your paper, the Omaha WorldHerald. All analog TVs 13 inches or larger are required
by the government (since 1993) to have closed captioning. All digital television receivers also are required
(since 2002) to have it. But for those with older
TVs (as many of us have!). maybe it's time for a
new one! -- Heloise
DID CARROTS CAUSE A SPARK?
Dear Heloise: I was cooking carrots in the
microwave the other day and noticed some sparks.
know not to ever place metal in the microwave
(including gold-trimmed dishes), but carrots?! Please
explain. -- Cynthia D.. via email
Yes, it could have been the carrots! Those sparks
are from "arcing." Arcing usually happens when
microwaves react with something metal. But according to the U.S. Department of Agriculture, arcing
also can occur when you cook hot dogs and carrots. How! Hot dogs contain additives and salts

that can be unevenly mixed, and carrots can still
have minerals on them from the dirt they were
grown in. The microwaves react to these things by
arcing.
If arcing happens, turn off the microwave ASAP!
This will prevent damage to it, and maybe prevent
a fire! If it is caused by food, finish cooking that
food on the stove. And if it is caused by metal on
a dtsh- Twhkh you know NOT to -irso. use a
microwave-safe one. -- Heloise
PI*"
WREATH BASE
Dear Heloise: After the kids were a little rambunctious in the pool. I was left with a couple of
broken pool noodles. I use them as a base for
wreaths. You can attach items or specific things to
create a holiday theme, and you are recycling! -Michelle P. in Florida
SHOWER-CURTAIN SAVING
Dear Heloise: The holes on my shower curtain
and liner wore out while the curtain was still good.
I came up with a solution. Duct tape comes in so
many colors and patterns. I found one I liked and
used it over the top of the shower curtain. The
holes don't wear out as fast. -- Y.T., via email
ZIPPER PULL
Dear Readers: Lost your zipper fob? In a pinch,
use a bobby pin or a safety pin. Insert the pin in
the hole of the pull and out the other side. Helps
pull your zipper up and down with ease. -- Heloise

by
Heloise

Send a money-saving or timesaving hint to
Heloise, P.O. Box 795000, San Antonio, TX 78279S000, or you can fax it to 1-210-HELOISE or
email it to Heloise(at)Heloise.com. I can't answer
your letter personally but will use the best hints
received in my column.
(c)2014 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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WE SEEM TO
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IN OUR LIVES.
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By T1M REYNOLDS
AP Basketball Writer
LAS VEGAS (AP) — Ray
McCallum had a few big
moments toward the end of last
season for the Sacramento
Kings.
After a summer like this, he
might have shown he's ready for
plenty more.
McCallum scored 29 points
and helped key a big
Sacramento rally in the final
minutes, as the Kings topped the
Houston Rockets 77-68 Monday
night to win the NBA Summer
League championship game.
"It means a lot," said
McCallum, as he held the tournament MVP trophy. "I've been
trying to put in a lot of hard
work this summer."
The Kings went 6-1 at Las
Vegas,and McCallum more than
saved his best for last. He scored
a total of 55 points in his first six
EDWARD MARLOWE / Ledger & Times games in the tournament, then
Racer head football skipper Chris Hatcher speaks with WPSD Local 6 Sports during the television portion of OVC Media Day Monday afternoon
in connected on 9 of 15 shots from
Nashville, Tennessee. Murray State was predicted to finish sixth in the conference for the second-consecutive season and will look
to succeed far the floor in the title game.
past the pre-season projection.
Ra'shad Jones scored 12 points
and Nik Stauskas added 10 for
Sacramento, which closed the
game on a 27-10 run before a
crowd of 7,603.
"This is a great way to start off
an NBA career," Stauskas said.
Nick Johnson scored 17 for the
Rockets, who got 16 from
Donatas Motiejunas and 15
from Isaiah Canaan.
McCallum — who appeared in
45 games for the Kings last seateam. We have a good group of ing yards on 67 percent of his son
and made 10 starts late in
older players and a good mix of completions last season. Hatcher the year. with three games of 22
younger players."
said the decision on a signal- points or better in the season's
With 22 lettermen lost to grad- caller could go all the way up final weeks — had just one point
uation or personal reasons - until the final weeks of summer in the first quarter, and the Kings
including most of the secondary camp.
trailed 17-8 early.
and weapons like WR Walter
"Right now it's between
But once he got rolling, the
Powell, RBs Duane Brady and Humphries and Bennett," he Kings followed suit.
Jaamal Berry and QB Maikhail said. "They are I A and I B...
McCallum scored nine in the
Miller - Hatcher said he is more
"It will come down to whoev- second, 10 more in the third and
than prepared to unleash the ath- er is the most consistent, and nine more in the fourth —
leticism of his youthful roster both were extremely consistent including a beat-the-shot-clock
and see what happens this sea- during spring, which excited 3-pointer with about a minute
By EDWARD MARLOWE
son.
me. But, you want that guy to left to cap an 11-0 run that put
Lead Sports Writer
"We have a lot of guys that play at a high level. He has got the Kings in control for good.
"Guys were laying it on the
NASHVILLE,Tenn.- For the haven't played that are very ath- to be able to do things that just
line,"
McCallum said. "But it's a
second-consecutive
season, letic but just lack that experi- make you go 'wow, that was a
championship game. You've got
q.•
Murray State University was ence," Hatcher said. "That's the good play.' At the end of the day,
to bring your 'A' game. We just
tabbed to finish sixth in the Ohio biggest challenge...to get them we have got to take care of the
had to find a way to push
Valley Conference standings, ready to go as early as possible." ball and be consistent in running through toward the
end and as a
Already the Racers are deeply our offense, and whoever that is collective group we found
based on preseason rankings at
a way
this year's OVC Media Day in entrenched in a battle for quar- will be the guy who takes the to get it done."
terback between redshirt sopho- first snaps Of the year."
Nashville, Tennessee.
The league All-Star teams
"I think we're better than more KD Humphries and sixthSophomore Marcus Holliday - were announced after Sunday's
sixth. I can tell you that right year senior C J. Bennett, both of who averaged 44 yards on eight semifinals.
now, but I don't really read the which. Hatcher said, are com- carries per game last season - is
Washington's Glen Rice Jr.
newspaper or watch TV." head peting at a very high level right set to patrol the backfield for was voted MVP and joined on
coach Chris Hatcher iterated now.
Murray State, as Hatcher said he the first team by Wizards teamMonday afternoon. "I just go
Along with returning senior will receive the bulk of the car- mate Otto Porter, Chicago's
about doing my business.
Parks Frazier, who in replace- ries for the Racer offense this Doug McDermott and Tony
Snell. and Motiejunas. On the
"I'm really excited about our ment duty picked up 666 pass•See SIXTH, 10
second team were Utah's Rudy
KYSER LOUGH / For the Ledger
Gobert, New York's Tim
MSU's Corey Gammon (53) and Cadarious Sanders (28)
Hardaway Jr., Philadelphia's
point to the scoreboard and road fans after a defining 35Jordan McRae, New Orleans'
34 OT victory over Jacksonville State last year. As the
Russ Smith and Phoenix's Ti.
pre-season no. 1 in the OVC, they will look to repay the
Warren.
favor In kind back in Murray this season.
By CAROL STUART
Associated Press
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By EDWARD MARLOWE
Lead Sports Writer
to

NASHVILLE, Tenn.
Handing defeat to Eastern
and
home
at
Kentucky
Jacksonville State on the road
was a major highlight for the
Racers last season.
The lowlight? Losing to
SEMO in triple overtime, 37-34,
on the road.
"That really hurt us," senior
offensive lineman Kamalie
Matthews said Monday afternoon at OVC Media Day. "I'm
sad to say it, but everything
started to go downhill after that.
"But I can guarantee that
won't happen again this year
Nobody on the team liked that
feeling. There was not a sound
on the bus after that."

NASHVILLE, Tenn.(AP) —
Jacksonville State may be the
happiest that quarterback Jimmy
Garoppolo now is in the NFL.
The Gamecocks, who lost the
outright
league
to
title
Garoppolo and Eastern Illinois
The loss moved the Racers to
last year, are this preseason's
4-3 on the year, and after a 31-3
favorite in the Ohio Valley
drubbing of Austin Peay, they
Conference.
lost three straight to UT-Martin,
The Gamecocks, with their
Eastern Illinois and Tennessee
third head coach in as many seaState. before recollecting to beat
sons, received 118 points and 10
EKU in the regular season finale
first-place ballots in voting by
34-27 at home.
coaches and sports information
Though the victory insured a
directors Monday at OVC media
.500 season, the Racers were on
day. Two-time defending chamthe outside looking in of the
pion Eastern Illinois (HO
FCS playoffs - a place the team
points) and Tennessee State
would like to be sooner rather
(107) each picked up four firstthan later.
place votes.
Murray State will again look
Those three teams reached the
up to EKU and Jacksonville
Football
Championship
State in the pre-season standSubdivision playoffs in 2013 —
ings, with the Colonels posted at
most ever for the OVC — and
KYSER LOUGH / For the Ledger won four games. Jacksonville
fourth and the Gamecocks slated
to win the OVC Championship. Former MSU RB Duane Brady gets stuffed In the back- State and Eastern Illinois
JSU's nod at the top comes field last season against Jacksonville State. The reached the quarterfinals.
after an outstanding run through Gamecocks were picked to finish no. 1 in the Ohio Valley
"I think it's at an all-time high
Conference this year.
ai See BIG WINS, 10
IN See JSU, 10

Canaan
stars for
Rockets in
Las Vegas
Staff Report

Former MSU point guard
Isaiah Canaan was a force for
the Houston Rockets the past
week in the Las Vegas NBA
Summer League.
In eight games, Canaan averaged 17 points, two rebounds
and 3.3 assists on 40 percent
shooting. while seeing nearly 31
minutes per contest.
Canaan - alongside Summer
League
All-Star
Donatas
Montiejunas and former OVC
friend Robert Covington helped the Rockets to a runnerup finish in the Summer League
Championship, where they fell
77-68 to the Sacramento Kings
despite his 15 points and six
assists.
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MSU GOLF

SCORN'EICIAIRED

Smith leads Racer Golf at 78th
Irvin Cobb Championship
athletes and their amateur finishes included: Jared Gosser 71Senior Murray State golfer 72=143, Brock Simmons 76Jordan Smith scored the highest 67=143 and Daniel Taylor 70finish among current members 73=143 all sharing 10th place.
of the Racer men's golf team Preston French had scores of 71over the weekend at the Pepsi - 75=146 and placed 20th.
Paducah Bank Irvin Cobb Matthew Zakutney placed 26th
Championship. The 78th annual after rounds of 73-74=147.
Former Racer players in the
event is a 36 hole tournament at
field playing as amateurs
Cobb
in
Course
Golf
Park
Paxton
included: Chris Griffin 78Paducah, Ky.
The event features divisions 70=138 with a fourth place finish. Hunter York had scores of
for amateur and professionals.
Smith, a senior this fall with 70-71=141 to place eighth.
the Racers, fired rounds of 71- Grant Price had rounds of 7271 for an even par 1412 to place 71=143 for a share of 10th
ninth among the group of 24 place, while Chasten Howard
had scores of 73-71=144 to finamateurs.
Other current MSU student- ish 14th. Josh Rhodes finished
From NISH ATHLETICS

Ford, Hunter 67 69 136(Pro)
16th with scores of 70-75=145.
Will Cox placed / 17th with
Griffin, Chris 68 70 138
rounds of 75-71=146.
Newcomb, Nick 69 69 138
Racer Golf also had three for(Pro)
mer players in the Cobb playing
York, Hunter 70 71 141
as professionals.
Jordan 71 71 142
*Smith,
Patrick Newcomb finished
65of
*Gosser, Jared 71 72 143
second with scores
70=135, while Hunter Ford
Price, Grant 72 71 143
placed fourth with rounds of 67*Simmons, Brock 76 67 143
69=136. Nick Newcomb placed
*Taylor, Daniel 70 73 143
fifth with scores of 69-69=138.
Howard,Chasten 73 71 144
Brandon Caballero was the
of
Joshua 70 75 145
rounds
Rhodes,
with
chimp
amateur
63-69=132 and Rick Cochran
Cox, Will 75 71 146
won the pro title with scores of
*French, Preston 71 75 146
64-67=131.
*Zakutney, Matthew 73 74
Murray State Players
Newcomb. Patrick 65 70 135 147
*Current student-athlete
(Pro)

III Sixth...
From Page 9
season.
The absence of Powell, who
was drafted by the Arizona
Cardinals in the 6th round of the
2014 NFL Draft, also means the
no. 1 quarterback will have to
rely on new targets this season.
The Racers, however, return
nearly 150 catches from last season behind Jesse Blackburn,
Jeremy
Davis,
Janawski
Harness, Paul Rice and Nevar
Griffin.
. Throw in big freshmen in
Jordon Gandy and DeQavius

From Page 9
as far as national perception of
the OVC with what we did in the
playoffs." new Gamecocks
coach John Grass said.
Eastern Kentucky (82) is predicted to finish fourth, ahead of
Murray
Tennessee-Martin,
Tech.
Tennessee
State,
Southeast Missouri and Austin
Peay.
Garoppolo was drafted in the
second round by the New
England Patriots, while Eastern
Illinois receiver Erik Lora is a
free agent with Minnesota from
a team that went 12-2 and beat
52-14.
State
Jacksonville

Walker, who could surprise, strength relies in the depth at
Hatcher said, and suddenly the linebacker - a plus for secondloss of Powell does not seem as year defensive coordinator
Dennis Therrell and his hybrid
dire.
defense.
3-4
balls
"With the loss of Powell,
re Jonathan Jackson,
Sophomo
out,"
back
even
to
have tended
Hatcher said. "I see us being a who was used sparingly last sealittle more balanced. Holliday son. will be the youngest along
will be the feature back with the formidable front behind sensome other guys getting some iors like Anthony Hayes, Travis
touches...we had a lot of differ- Taylor and Perry Cooper. and
ent people with an equal number Hatcher said he expects to see a
high level of production out of
of balls this spring."
linebackers this year.
his
be
will
there
admitted
Hatcher
While the rosters bears the
some young, untested faces in
the secondary. but their greatest fruit of youth from top to bot-

Garoppolo joined Tony Romo as
Panthers quarterbacks to win the
Walter Payton Award as the
nation's top FCS player.
"He's one of the best players
I've ever played against." Grass
said. "I think he's going to have
a tremendous pro career. I kept
telling everybody how good he
was."
Grass, a long-time high school
coach, was promoted at
Jacksonville State after one year
as offensive coordinator at his
alma mater. His innovative uptempo yet smash-mouth offense
has nine starters returning from
a unit that set 49 school records.
Jacksonville State placed eight

IM Big wins...
From Page 9
the FCS playoffs last year - finishing the regular season 9-3 (53 OVC) and beating no. 16
Samford 55-16 and no. 6
McNeese 31-10 before falling
35-24 to no. 3 Eastern
Washington.
Despite the Gamecocks' preseason clout and strong 2013
resume, the Racers are not prepared to hand over victories this

upcoming season.
both
beat
we
"When
Jacksonville State and EKU,
those were the two moments
where we could have said we
have a chance from here on
out," Matthews said. "With
those wins, we can say everything is going to turn around.
"We're coming for them...we
beat them on the road and now
they' have to come to our house."
Ask the Gamecocks, however,

torn, Hatcher believes this is one
of the strongest recruiting classes to ever come during his time
at Murray State.
If anything, the invigoration
has him squared away and excited for another season.
"If I was asked who would I
pick to be number one, I'm
going to pick my team," he said.
"If you're not going to pick your
own team, you might as well not
show up and play.
"...I really think it is our time
to make a move and make some
noise in the conference."

players on the preseason AllOVC team, with five on offense
led by preseason Offensive
Player of the Year DeMarcus
James. James rushed for a
school-record 1,477 yards and
OVC-record 29 touchdowns as
the Gamecocks went 11-4.
Returning quarterback Eli
Jenkins, a dual threat, has fellow
sophomore Josh Barge back as
his main target.
"Being able to play' physical
and fast at the same time is a
really big change-up for your
normal teams," offensive lineman Max Holcombe, said.
"Usually they either play fast
and they're not physical. or

and they will be more than ference just shows how much
us
happy to tell you how excited respect the conference has for
year.
last
had
we
season
the
and
to
trip
the
they are to make
but it also puts a target on our
Murray this season.
"It's a big deal, and I always back."
Chris Landrum, one of two
love rivalry games," said JSU's
defensive lineman to make
JSU
Max
center
All-OVC
pre-season
squad,
Holcombe."This year, after get- the pre-season All-OVC
be a
to
tough
was
it
while
said
ting beat last year, it will be one
n
motivatio
the
loss,
the
of
part
forlook
I
circle.
of the games I
the
ward to playing the game, and I to come back and return
favor will be enough to amp his
love going up there.
game.
conthe
in
"Being picked first

SportsBriefs
July 24 at Lady Laker Field. A pre-try• Calloway County Middle School softball will be holding tryouts
at 6 p.m.
begin
to
set
are
tryouts
while
p.m.,
5:30
at
begin
out parent meeting will
this week from 3.45-5 p.m. at Lady
• Murray Middle School softball will be holding voluntary workouts 21-22 - also from 3:45-5 p.m. at
July
e
commenc
then
will
tryouts
said
Tucker
Scott
coach
Head
Tiger Field.
Lady Tiger Field.
from 4-6:30 pm. Registration will be on
• This summer's Laker Basketball Camp dates are July 21-24
Gymnasium The cost of the camp
Jeffrey
School's
High
County
Calloway
at
pm
3.15
at
that Monday starting
members. The camp is open for
team
current
and
staff
coaching
is $45. This camp will be run by the Laker
information please call (270)
more
For
.
t-shirt
students entering grades 2-9. Each camper will receive a camp
293-7744
hosting a 'Back to School Classic" for 8U, 9U and
• The Central Ceity Youth Athletic Association will be
games. Entry fee is $150 per team and
tOU baseball teams Aug. 1-2. Each age group is guaranteed three
call John Lovell at (270) 543-2689.
enter.
To
up.
runner
and
winner
the
individual trophies will be given to
Totimament is nearly here. An adult
Tennis
Summer
13 With an entry deadline of July 27, Hoptown's HOT
1-3 at Ruff Park - located at
August
for
scheduled
is
contest
the
nt,
Tourname
d
and junior USTA Sanctione
will be showcased at the
doubles
mixed
and
doubles
Singles,
733 North Drive in Hopkinsyille, Kentucky.
under tournament I D
usta.corn
www
to
on
log
n,
event, with T-shirts and prizes available. For more informatiolon.harper@rogersgroupinc.com.
at
director,
nt
tourname
Harper,
#70361131401 contact Lori

Husqvarna 0
MODEL RZ5424
54" Cutting Deck
24 HP

they're physical like Alabama
and play slow and methodical
and ram it down your throats."
Eastern Illinois also has a new
coach in Kim Dameron. He has
eight preseason all-league picks,
including junior running back
and return specialist Shepard
Little who rushed for 1.551
yards. Senior Andrew Manley'
and Kentucky transfer Jalen
Whitlow lead the battle to
replace Garoppolo.
"It's going to be a great competition to see who ends up
being 'the guy' if that does occur,
but if it doesn't occur then we'll
have a couple guys," Dameron
said. "I really like the fact that 1

0/
0 Interest
for 48 months
(with approved credit)

Haverstock Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
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National League
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—
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2
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43
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2
1
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Arizona
15
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Colorado
Monday's Games
L A Dodgers 5. Pittsburgh 2
7. Philadelphia 4
Francisco
San
Miami 3, Atlanta 1. 10 innings
Milwaukee 5, Cincinnati 2
Washington 7. Colorado 2
Detroit 4, Arizona 3
Seattle 5, N.Y Mets 2
Tuesday's Game*
LA. Dodgers (Beckett 6-5) at
Pittsburgh (Worley 2-1), 705 p.m
San Francisco (Petit 3-3) at
Philadelphia (R Hernandez 4-8), 7:05
p.m.
Miami (Ja.Turner 2-6) at Atlanta (Minor
3-5), 7:10 p.m
San Diego (Stults 3-11) at Chicago
Cubs (Hendricks 0-0), 805 p.m
Cincinnati (Bailey 8-5) at Milwaukee
(J.Nelson 1-1), 8:10 p.m.
Tampa Bay (Oclorizzi 5-8) at St. Louis
(Wainwright 12-4), 8- 15 p.m.
Washington (Zrnmermann 6-5) at
Colorado (Flande 0-2), 8 40 p m
Detroit (Porcello 12-5) at Anzona
(C Anderson 8-4). 9.40 p.m
N.Y Mets (deGrom 3-5) at Seattle
(E Ramirez 1-4), 10:10 pm
Wednesdays Games
Cincinnati at Milwaukee, 2.10 p.m.
Washington at Colorado, 3:10 p.m.
Detroit at Arizona, 340 p.m.
N Y Mets at Seattle. 3.40 p.m.
L A Dodgers at Pittsburgh, 705 p.m
San Francisco at Philadelphia. 7:05

ArtS1.0.1111

pm
Miami at Atlanta. 7.10 p.m.
Tampa Bay at St Louis, 7•15 p.m.
San Diego at Chicago Cubs. 8.05 p.m.
American League
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2
1
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41
2
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Texas
Monday's Games
Texas 4, N Y Yankees 2
Boston 14, Toronto 1
Minnesota 4, Cleveland 3
Chicago White Sox 3, Kansas City 1
Detroit 4. Arizona 3
Baltimore 4, LA. Angels 2
Seattle 5. N Y Moats 2
Tuesdays Games
Texas (N Martinez 1-6) at N Y Yankees
(Whitley 4-3), 7-05 pm
Boston (Peavy 1-8) at Toronto (Happ 75), 707 p.m.
Cleveland (Salazar 1-4) at Minnesota
(Pino 1-2), 8.10 p.m.
Kansas City (aChen 1-2) at Chicago
White Sox (Carroll 4-5), 8 10 p.m.
Tampa Bay (Odonzzi 5-8) at St. Louis
(Wainwright 12-4), 8:15 p.m.
Detroit (Porcello 12-5) at Arizona
(C Anderson 8-4), 9:40 p.m.
Baltimore (Mi Gonzalez 4-5) at L.A.
Angels (H.Sanbago 2-7), 1005 p.m.
Houston (Oberholtzer 2-7) at Oakland
(Kazmir 11-3), 1005 p.m.
N.Y. Mets (deGrom 3-5) at Seattle
(E Ramirez 1-4), 1010 p.m

Baltimore
New York
Toronto
Boston
Tampa Bay

have at least two that have started a I-A college football game."
Tennessee State has six preseason All-OVC selections on
defense led by end Anthony
Bass tabbed as the preseason
Defensive Player of the Year
honors after 10 sacks last season. Daniel Fitzpatrick, whose
eight interceptions led all of
Division I. helps anchors the
unit ranked in the top 10 nationally.
"You've got some great offensive schemes in this league,"
Tennessee State coach Rod Reed
said. "Week in and week out,
you've got to be on top of your
game."

Eastern Kentucky' is coming
off a 6-6 season but has OVC
Freshman of the Year Devin
Borders back, a receiver who
blocked a nation-high five kicks.
Kentucky transfer Dy'Shawn
Mobley joins .1.1. Jude in the
backfield.
"This league has gravitated
toward a throwing league. so we
got faster on defense," Eastern
Kentucky coach Dean Hood
said.
Southeast Missouri also has a
Tom
with
coach,
new
Matukewicz moving from
Toledo.

OVC
an
mean
"As a competitor, you're doesn't
always looking for a competi- Championship isn't in their
tive edge," he said. "I can thoughts.
always use that. They came into
Asked if they could win one
our house last year and stole one
this year, senior linebacker
from us. I feel like we owe them,
and as a competitive edge, I'm Anthony Hayes had strong
looking forward to it."
words.
Eastern Illinois and JSU each
"There is no doubt, no doubt
boast eight players on the pre- in my mind."
season All-OVC squad - the
MSU and JSU play Sept. 27 at
most in the conference.
The Racers have zero, but that 6 p.m. in Roy Stewart Stadium.
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